




Dear Members,

I am honored to serve as the President of the SIEMA for the year 2018-19. It is indeed a privilege to head this distinguished 
Association, SIEMA, which has seen many stalwarts at the helm of affairs in the past. It is inspiring to consider our past 
accomplishments and the planning and implementation that it took to achieve them. With the support of an able team of 
young Office-bearers, Past Presidents and Managing Committee Members, we will achieve the objectives that we have set 
for the year. However, as we all know, we must look to the future and prepare for an ever-changing business environment 
to continue our success. 

Nowadays the companies live in a constant changing world where customers demand, higher quality and shorter delivery 
times. To achieve these customers’ requirements companies rely on Continuous Improvement to reach their goals. The cost of 
poor manufacturing quality is high. Rework, scrap, product failures and recalls can severely damage a manufacturer through 
inefficiencies, delays, direct costs and customer dissatisfaction. Today manufacturers must build products on time, first time 
and every time to achieve and maintain competitive standing in global markets. 

The basic elements of quality management (QM)-continuous improvement, client satisfaction, positive return on investment, 
and doing it right the first and every time. This month’s magazine is focusing on Quality and as few live articles are published 
on this.

I have always loved the competitiveness of sports, and even more so, the satisfaction that comes when a team pulls together 
and attains more than each one could individually. I believe all great teams have a few common attributes including strong 
leadership and shared vision. We are seeing World Cup Foot Ball match where teams which projects individuals failed whereas 
good teams won.
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It is a great honour and privilege to be given 
this opportunity of being the 20th President of 

the Southern India Engineering Manufacturer’s 
Association. It gives me great pride to take over the 
reins of the Association from such stalwarts like our 
founder president late Shri. G.R. Damodaran, all the 
past presidents and many others who have worked 
for the growth of SIEMA. In accepting the mantle of 
leadership of this prestigious association, I am aware 
of the enormous responsibilities and challenges 
ahead, attached to this position. I am sure with the 
help of a wonderful team of young office bearers 
and an energetic Managing committee, I will be able 
to work towards the growth and development of 
activities of SIEMA.

To begin with, I would like to offer my sincere 
thanks to all those who elected me to head SIEMA 
for the next two years. I am grateful to the members 
of the Managing Committee, office bearers and Past 
Presidents, like Shri. R. Somasundaram, who were 
instrumental in myself taking the role of a Vice 
President, 6 years ago. I was inducted as a Vice 
President When Shri. T.C. Thiagarajan was the 
President and continued as a VP during the period of 
Shri. V. Lakshminarayanasamy and Shri. K.K. Rajan. 
In those 6 years I could get a good exposure to 
many of SIEMA’s activities, which gives me a good 
confidence to take over the mantle of leadership. I 
would like to express my sincere gratitude to our 
MD Shri. R. Kumaravelu who had given his consent 
6 years ago to spend my time and energy to work 
for the welfare of our Industry through SIEMA. 

I would like to thank my family for bearing with me 
for my irregular time schedule of work in my office 
and association.

Today we have assembled here at the 65th AGM 
of our association, which was founded with the 
intent of representing and promoting the interests of 
Micro, Small, Medium and Large Scale Engineering 
Industries of South India. Our association always 
stressed upon Quality and motivated the members 
to gain recognition as quality manufacturers in the 
global market. Through the years, our association 
has worked to establish a close relationship with 
Bureau of Indian Standards and Bureau of Energy 
Efficiency. It is a proud to say that Coimbatore has 
the most number of BIS licenses in the pumpset 
standard.

“}›ßÔ Aø©¯õx E»S” & Cx ÁÒÐÁß ÁõUS. 
We all are associated with water related business. If 
India is self-sufficient in food today, it is because of 
our farmers who toil day and night. We are playing 
a major role in farming sector by supplying pumps. 
Our role in India’s green revolution is note-worthy.

Speech by 
Sri V. Krishnakumar, 
Newly Elected 
President (2018-19)  
during SIEMA's AGM
on 28th June 2018

The beautiful thing about life is, that we will never reach an age where there is nothing left to learn, see or be; it’s magical really
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A recent release by NITI Aayog warns that India 
is going through the worst water crisis in its history 
and millions of lives and livelihoods are under 
threat. The crisis will become worse by 2030. The 
country’s water demand will be twice the available 
supply, implying severe water scarcity for hundreds 
of millions of people. Water management is the 
nation’s largest challenge today. The Composite 
Water Management Index (CWMI) released by 
NITI Aayog comprises different indicators such as 
ground water, restoration of water bodies, irrigation, 
farm practices, drinking water policy, governance 
etc., Unless efforts are made to preserve water by 
restoration of water bodies and rainwater harvesting 
etc., the life of the mankind is under threat along 
with our business.

SIEMA will do the best to propagate the 
importance of Water preservation through various 
means. Also as manufacturers of pumps, we should 
keep in mind that ground water level is depleting 
every year and many areas are declared as dark zone 
where drilling of bore is banned. So we should start 
looking for alternatives. Waste water treatment is 
one area which will gain prominence in the years to 
come. We should gear up to handle that business.

It is always said that the share of Coimbatore in 
all India pump market is reducing every year. But 
the reality is that many of the big brands of India 
are sourcing pumps from Coimbatore. When their 
brand’s sale is accounted, Coimbatore is not seen 
in the picture. In-fact we are contributing more 
to the Indian pump market indirectly through 
other corporate brands. What many of us fail to 
understand or acknowledge is that corporates are 
coming to Coimbatore because they are assured of 
a good quality product. When we have such a good 
reputation, why are we not promoting own brands? 
Coimbatore manufacturers should start promoting 
their own brands too, apart from OEM supplies, to 
keep Coimbatore’s flag flying high.

Our business is seasonal. We depend on the rain 
good for our agriculture pump business. There is no 
consistency in the demand pattern. Suddenly there 
will be huge demand and within few days we will 

go through a dull period. Only when we are able to 
respond to the market within a very short time, we 
can get the business. We face many problems such 
as availability of raw material, price of raw materials 
etc., Availability of trained man power is another 
issue.

To overcome the manpower issue there are 
many govt schemes such as BOAT scheme [Board 
of Apprenticeship and Training] and NEEM 
scheme [National employability enhancement 
mission]. SIEMA will conduct workshops to take 
the maximum advantage of these schemes to help 
members overcome their bottlenecks.

Technology is catching up very fast in all areas. 
Pumpset industry is not an exception. There was 
a time when we considered CAD, CAM and using 
CFD are technological advancement. Today we 
are talking about intelligent pumps, smart panels 
etc., Future will be using Artificial Intelligence and 
Internet of things in the manufacture of pumpsets. 
SIEMA will arrange for programmes for the members 
to get exposure to these technological advancements 
and also we will arrange for training programmes. 
Energy Efficiency is an important area, where we 
will concentrate. We will plan for Design Refresher 
Course for Motors & Pumps. This will help members 
to get exposure to new technologies.

Solar Energy is becoming the centre point 
in energy sector. Central as well as various state 
governments are giving lots of thrust to this sector. 
Our industry should not be left behind. Hence 
we plan to conduct various programmes on solar 
pumping and arrange for training programmes.

Coimbatore has been identified as the centre 
for pumps and valves by the Government of India 
with a focus on increasing the export potential. In 
this connection the government wanted to establish 
clusters with common facilities for development 
and testing. SIEMA has already taken the project for 
centre for excellence in pumps at SiTarc. This project 
is progressing well and is a flagship project of the 
government. On observing our commitment in this 
cluster activity the government of India approached 

When you talk, you are only repeating what you already know. But if you listen, you may learn something new

4
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us for setting up a common facility centre for valves, 
which we have agreed to take up. 5 meetings have 
been completed and the requirements are finalised. 
We aim to complete the study in about 2 months 
and submit proposal. The project is expected to 
commence by end 2018. 80% of the project cost is 
given as grant by GOI. This is another feather in 
SIEMA’s cap.

Potential for export is very high. India’s 
contribution to world pump market is negligible. We 
will arrange to organise many programmes with the 
support of EEPC to help our members to increase 
exports.

Market is shifting from unorganised to 
organised sector in view of people giving preference 
to energy efficiency, quality, reliability and pre and 
post purchase service.

Customer is willing to pay more for a good 
quality product. If we think price reduction, with 
compromise on quality can bring business then we 
are mistaken. That may give short term benefits and 
will affect the long term interest.

With the implementation of GST & E-way bills, 
organised sector should get a better share. Govt 
should protect the interests of organised sector 
whose members are regular tax payers.

Today our industry is meeting around 95% of 
domestic demand and only 5% is imported. India is 
exporting to more than 100 countries. Export value 
is only 5 to 7% of total turnover of Rs.12000 Crore.

We can take SIEMA to the next level only 
when more members participate and contribute in 
the activities. I would request members to attend 
regular meetings conducted on different topics – 
both technical and commercial. Next generation of 
Industrialists should show more interest in SIEMA 
activities. They will be representing the face of 
Coimbatore Industries in future.

Even though we call our self “Southern India 
Engineering Manufacturers Association,” we get 

much better respect in all India level. BIS & BEE 
consider our inputs valuable because of our technical 
committee’s contribution.

Since technologies are changing fast, customer 
expectation is also increasing and so we should 
respond to the market fast. Unless all members 
contribute, we may not be able to achieve the desired 
result.

I have an energetic team of office bearers. 
Mr. K.V. Karthik, Mr. D. Vignesh & Mr. Mithun 
Ramdas. Mr. Karthik has rich experience in the field 
of education and industry and a good technical 
knowledge, contributing a lot to the technical 
committee. Mr. Vignesh with a good exposure to 
industry and well verse with the taxation aspects. 
Mr. Mithun Ramdas, a new member to the office 
bearer team, has a legacy of seniors in his family, 
like Shri. Mahendran Ramadas and Mr. Jayakumar 
Ramadas who had contributed to SIEMA for years. 
With such a team, I am sure, we will be able to do a 
lot for SIEMA.

I must acknowledge the good work of our office 
staffs Mr. B. Satheesh and Mr. S. Prakash and also 
our ex. staff Mr. U.P. Srinivasalu. They complete 
their task entrusted to them, within the best possible 
time. I am grateful to every member, office bearers 
and all past presidents for the support extended so 
far and request them to continue their support.

^©õÂß xønzuø»ÁµõP GÚUS 

FUP©Îzu £»¸US ©mk©ßÔ, GßÝøh¯ 

uªÊUS® AÆÁ¨÷£õx FUP©Îzx¨ 

£õµõmi¯ v¸. D. £õ»_¢uµ®, v¸. G. µõ÷á¢vµß, 

v¸. K.V. Pn£v ©ØÖ® £»¸US® GßÝøh¯ 

|ßÔø¯ E›zuõUSQß÷Óß.

I pray to the almighty to guide us in our journey 
to the destination of excellence. I thank the members 
of the press and my well-wishers who are here this 
evening in spite of their busy schedule.

Thank you.

No matter how hard the past, you can always begin again
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Past Presidents, Sri R. Kumaravelu, Managing 
Director, Aqua Group of Companies, Members, 

Mrs. Suguna Ravichandran, Sri CSK Prabhu, 
Chartered Accountants, ladies and gentlemen. Good 
evening, I welcome you all for this 65th Annual 
General Meeting. It gives me immense pleasure to 
deliver my AGM speech on one side and the other 
side it gives a feel that this is being the last speech as 
the President of this prestigious Association.

I thank our Past Presidents, Members and office 
bearers for their support and co-operation extended 
to me during my tenure as President of SIEMA. I had 
an opportunity to meet dignitaries and a few leading 
personalities and represented the problems faced by 
our member industries. It is also a great opportunity 
to serve MSMEs of this region as a President of this 
prestigious Association

As global economic activity continues to 
strengthen, global growth is forecast to grow by 
3.9% during 2018 as per the International Monetary 
Fund’s (IMF) January 2018 World Economic Outlook. 
The IMF expects India to grow at 7.4% during 2018 
which could increase further to 7.8% during 2019 in 
contrast to 6.7% during 2017.

Business during the year was not satisfactory. 
The monsoon and government policies are 
dominating factors of pump industry in many 
states. The monsoon was good in some areas. 
Demonetization and GST affected the MSMEs units. 

The Raw Material prices upward trend started in 
October 2017, and is going on, unabated till now.

The global economy is stabilizing with favourable 
global trade and financial conditions. Domestically, 
GST and introduction of E Way bill promises to 
deliver positive outcomes as India becomes a single, 
more competitive market. We can look forward to 
an upward growth path for India in Financial Year 
2018-19.

SIEMA expects that Central and State 
Governments should extend their support to the 
engineering sector for their survival.

Friends, I would like to share few important 
activities of our Association during the year 2017-18:

SIEMA has received National Level GOLD 
Grade Accreditation from the National Accreditation 
Board for Education and Training (NABET) – Quality 
Council of India, New Delhi. The accreditation is 
valid for 3 years. They have accorded permission 
to use NABET-BMO accreditation logo in our letter 
head, visiting cards, Brochure and website.

The accreditation will help to improve the 
competitiveness by utilizing support services of 
the Ministry of MSME namely financial support 
to MSMEs in ZED Certification Schemes, Lean 
Manufacturing, Design Clinic Schemes IPR and 
digital MSME scheme. All these services can be 
availed by our members through SIEMA.

This year SIEMA got an ISO 9001:2015 
Certification from TUV Rehinland.

The New brochure for SIEMA containing the 
Profile, History and activities of SIEMA was released 
during the year.

We have Participated in IESS 2018 organised by 
EEPC India at Chennai.

Speech by 
Sri K.K. Rajan, 
President during 
SIEMA's AGM
on 28th June 2018

Once I realized the most beautiful things in life may have come from transmuting my greatest pains, I understood that feeling things 
so deeply is in fact a blessing and not a curse
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I am happy to inform that SIEMA has been 
identified by the Department of Commerce, 
Government of India to take lead in establishing a 
common facility centre for valves. Our Vice President 
Sri K.V Karthik is co-ordinating this project.

SIEMA jointly with CII, Coimbatore Zone and 
IPMA, conducted a one day Conference on Pumps 
and Motors - PU-MO-CON - on 7th December 2017 
at Hotel Le- Meridian, Coimbatore. The Conference 
was a huge success with 350 participants from across 
the country.

We have conducted more than ten GST 
awareness programmes for the implementation of 
GST in our member industries by the field experts 
and consultants.

Acting on our representation along with other 
Associations the GST Committee has reduced the 
GST rates for Cables, Ball Bearings from 28% to 
18%. Committee thanked the Hon’ble Union Finance 
Minister for this announcement to the benefit of 
Pump and Motor Industry.

Improved air-connectivity was always a demand 
from industries in this region. Connections to Delhi 
and Singapore by Air India Express was introduced 
due to a joint representation made by us along with 
other Associations to Shri Jayanth Sinha, Hon’ble 
Minister of State for Civil Aviation.

Air India Express considered our demand of 
connecting Delhi and Coimbatore directly started 
their operation from 18th November 2017.

SIEMA suggested few points to incorporate in 
the MSME Policy through the Principal Secretary, 
Industrial Commissioner and Director of Industries 
and Commerce, Government of Tamil Nadu.

The first meeting to frame a new policy for Start-
up Tamil Nadu organised by M/s. Entrepreneur 
Development Institute and Innovation, Government 
of Tamil Nadu on 16th February 2018 at SIEMA.

We met the following Ministers and represented 
about the grievances faced by our member industries:

w Shri Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Minister of Urban 
Development, Housing and Urban Poverty 
Alleviation Government of India

w Smt. Nirmala Seetharaman, Hon’ble Minister of 
Commerce & Industry, Government of India

w Shri Jayanth Sinha, Hon’ble Minister of State for 
Civil Aviation, Government of India

w Shri D Jayakumar, Hon’ble Minister for Finance, 
Government of Tamil Nadu

w Shri K.A. Senkottiyan, Hon’ble Minister for 
School Education, Government of Tamil Nadu

On the meetings side, we conducted many 
meetings for the benefit of our members, i am giving 
below few.

w Management Development Programme on, 
“Finance for Non-Finance Executives”

w An interactive session on “Business & Export 
Opportunities to CZECH Republic”

w A seminar on “Business & Export Opportunities 
of Engineering Products through SUBCON, 
United Kingdom and Automechanika, Dubai.

w CEO Session on “Family Business – was held 
concurrent to the Technical Session at PU-MO-
CON.

w An awareness programme on “Digital Literacy 
Campaign” – SIDBI Schemes/Mitra Portals.

w An awareness programme on “Intellectual 
Property Rights” (IPR)

w An awareness programme on Zero Defect Zero 
Effect (ZED)

w A workshop on E – WAY BILL.

The Technical Committee of SIEMA met 46 times 
this year and discussed various subjects.

The first meeting to finalize Indian Standard 
on Solar PV Powered Pumps by Bureau of Indian 
Standards was held on 21st February 2018 at SIEMA. 
Sri G. Rajendran, Chairman MED 20:5 chaired the 
meeting. Sri A.K. Mohindroo, Member Secretary, 
MED 20, BIS, New Delhi and sectional committee 
members attended the meeting.

We conducted the following technical meetings:

w A one day workshop on “Inverse Design of 
Pumps” was conducted by Advanced Design 
Technology.

w A technical Seminar on Scope of Energy 
Efficiency Improvement in Compressed Air 
Systems

w a Workshop on “Standards and Certification 
Challenges faced by Industry” by National 

Get out of your head and into your heart. Think less and feel more
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Accreditation Board for Certification Bodies 
(NABCB)

The detailed report on technical activities 
Annexed in the Annual Report.

JÆöÁõ¸ Bs©PÛß öÁØÔUS¨ ¤ßÝ® 

J¸ ö£s C¸¨£õÒ Gß£x £Çö©õÈ. GßøÚ¨ 

ö£õÖzu Áøµ°À Gß öuõÈ¾US ©mk©ßÔ 

C¢u A÷Œõ]÷¯\Ûß uø»ø©¨ ö£õÖ¨¤øÚa 

öŒ®ø©¯õPa öŒ#ÁuØS® Gß ©øÚÂ ©ØÖ® 

¤ÒøÍPÎß JzxøÇ¨¦ ªPÄ® EuÂ¯õP C¸¢ux. 

“©øÚÂ Aø©ÁöuÀ»õ® CøÓÁß öPõkzu Áµ®.” 

A¢u ÁøP°À CøÓÁß GÚUS |À» ÁµzøuU 

öPõkzxÒÍõß.

|ßÔ ©Ó¨£x |ßÓßÖ & Cx ÁÒÐÁß ÁõUS.

^©õÂß uø»ÁµõP öŒ¯À£h GÚUS 

EÖxøn¯õPÄ®, ]Ó¢u B÷»õ\øÚPøÍ 

ÁÇ[Q¯ÁºPÒ ^©õÂß •ßÚõÒ uø»ÁºPÒ, 

•UQ¯©õÚ ÷|µ[PÎÀ uUP B÷»õ\øÚPÒ TÔ 

BuµÁÎzu AøÚÁ¸US® Gß ©Ú¨§ºÁ©õÚ 

|ßÔ°øÚ öu›ÂzxU öPõÒQß÷Óß

v¸ V. Q¸ènS©õº, v¸ K.V. PõºzvU, 

v¸ D. ÂU÷Úè, \P {ºÁõQPÐUS GÚx 

©Ú¨§ºÁ©õÚ |ßÔ°øÚ öu›ÂzxU öPõÒQß÷Óß. 

CÁºPÎß JzxøÇ¨¦ ©ØÖ® B÷»õ\øÚPÒ 

CÀ»õ©À ]Ó¨£õP öŒ¯À£mi¸UP •i¯õx Gß÷Ó 

öŒõÀ»»õ®.

AÁºPøÍ ^©õÂÀ ]Ó¨£õP ÷ŒøÁ¯õØÓ 

JzxøÇ¨¦ |ÀQ¯ AÁºPÎß Sk®£zuõ¸US® 

SÔ¨£õP GÚx |ßÔ°øÚ öu›ÂzxU öPõÒQß÷Óß.

I also like to thank the Managing Committee 
members for their support and I also thank them for 

deputing their executives for the meetings organized 
by us.

My sincere thanks are also due to the technical 
committee members for their active participation in 
the Technical Committee meetings every week.

I thank:

w	 Smt. Vanitha Mohan, President, Indian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry

w	 Sri V Sundaram, President, CODISSIA
w	 Sri E.K. Ponnusamy, President, Sitarc
w	 Sri S. Kuppusamy, President, COINDIA
w	 Sri M. Ramesh, Chairman, CII, Coimbatore Zone
w	 Sri G. Ezhil, Chairman, IIF, Coimbatore Chapter

President and Office-bearers of, IPMA, TECA, 
SIMA, CPC, CMA, TACT, COTMA, TANSTIA etc. 
for their support.

I also thank our staff Mr. B. Satheesh Kumar, 
Mr. S. Prakash and also our ex. staff Mr. U.P. 
Srinivasalu of SIEMA for the support extended to 
me during my tenure.

I once again thank all the Past Presidents, fellow 
Office-bearers, Managing Committee members for 
their support.

I take this opportunity to wish our incoming 
Team all success. I assure the new team to extend my 
support whenever needed.

Thank you all. 

The secret to change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but on building the new.
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Quality, the most imperative word for any 
successful and profitable operations in the 

world. The quality, as per ISO 8402-1986 is defined 
as “the totality of features and characteristics of 
a product or service that bears its ability to satisfy 
stated or implied needs." In the industry various 
quality gurus were worked to develop the quality. 

Dr. W. Edwards Deming expressed “Quality 
is everyone’s responsibility” and “Learning is 
not compulsory, neither is survival.” Dr. Joseph 
M. Juran states that “Without a standard, there 
is no logical basis for making a decision or taking 
action.” and “Goal setting has traditionally been 
based on past performance. This practice as tended 
to perpetuate the signs of the past.” Subsequently, 
Philip Crosby defines as “Quality is the result of 
a carefully crafted cultural environment. It has to 
be the fabric of the organization, not part of the 
fabric.”  Armand V. Feigenbaum states as “Total 
quality control is an effective system for integrating 
the quality development, quality maintenance, and 
quality improvement efforts of the various groups 
in an organization so as to enable production and 
service at the most economical levels which allow 
full customer satisfaction.” Dr. Genichi Taguchi 
proposed three steps based on scientific or technical 
study as “One decides the objective, one considers 
the method, and one evaluates the method in relation 
to the objective.”  Many quality tools are available 
in the industry, hence the implementation of quality 
improvements tools are depends the nature and 
output of the products. The following few tools are 

the key to attain the current top quality levels of 
Sixsigma (6σ) and Zero Defects (ZD).   

PDCA: Deming introduced a four step model of 
plan–do–check–act (PDCA) to improve the quality 
in the existing process. This process is like a circle 
having no end, the PDCA cycle should be repeated 
again and again for continuous improvement. The 
PLAN phase involves assessing a current process, or 
a new process, and identifying the possible scope 
for the improvement. Fixing clear output will helps 
to develop a plan to fix the process. It is suggested 
to plan for smaller changes during this phase, so 
that they can be easily monitored and the outputs 
are more predictable. The DO phase allows the plan 
from the previous step to be enacted. Small changes 
are usually tested, and data is gathered to see how 
effective the change improving the process. During 
the CHECK phase, the data and results gathered 
from the do phase are evaluated. Data is compared 
to the expected outcomes to see any similarities and 
differences. The testing process is also evaluated 
to see if there were any changes from the original 
test created during the planning phase. If the data 
is placed in a chart it can make it easier to see any 
trends if the PDCA cycle is conducted multiple 
times. This helps to see what changes work better 
than others, and if said changes can be improved. 

The check phase shows that the plan phase which 
was implemented in do phase is an improvement to 
the prior standard (baseline), then that becomes the 
new standard (baseline) for how the organization 

Quality 
Improvements

Dr. K. Kanthavel, ME, PhD.,
Assistant Professor, 

Dept of Mechanical Engg,
Coordinator - ED Cell

Anna University Regional Campus 
Coimbatore

Be thankful for what you have; you’ll end up having more. 
If you concentrate on what you don’t have, you will never, ever have enough
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should ACT going forward (new standards). Instead, 
if the check phase shows that the plan phase which 
was implemented in do phase is not an improvement, 
then the existing standard (baseline) will remain 
in place. In either case, if the check phase showed 
something different than expected (whether better 
or worse), then there is some more learning to be 
done... and that will suggest potential future PDCA 
cycles. 

SEVEN TOOLS: Kaoru Ishikawa, a professor of 
engineering at Tokyo University and the father of 

“quality circles” has proposed “The Basic Seven” 
tools to improve the quality. 

1. Cause-and-effect diagram (also called Ishikawa 
or fishbone chart): Identifies many possible 
causes for an effect or problem and sorts ideas 
into useful categories.

2. Check sheet: A structured, prepared form for 
collecting and analyzing data; a generic tool that 
can be adapted for a wide variety of purposes.

3. Control charts: Graphs used to study how a 
process changes over time.

4. Histogram: The most commonly used graph for 
showing frequency distributions, or how often 
each different value in a set of data occurs.

5. Pareto chart: Shows on a bar graph which factors 
are more significant.

6. Scatter diagram: Graphs pairs of numerical 
data, one variable on each axis, to look for a 
relationship.

7. Stratification:  A technique that separates data 
gathered from a variety of sources so that patterns 
can be seen (some lists replace “stratification” 
with “flowchart” or “run chart”).



9843924422

 ,
9843709618

Our Products
Bearings, Blocks, Sleeves, Lubrication
Liner Bushes, Clutch Bearings, Belting Products 
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Quality Glossary Definition: Quality assurance/
quality control (QA/QC). Two terms that have 

many interpretations because of the multiple definitions 
for the words assurance and control…. One definition 
of quality assurance is: all the planned and systematic 
activities implemented within the quality system that can be 
demonstrated to provide confidence that a product or service 
will fulfill requirements for quality. One definition for quality 
control is: the operational techniques and activities used to 
fulfill requirements for quality. Often, however, “quality 
assurance” and “quality control” are used interchangeably, 
referring to the actions performed to ensure the quality of a 
product, service or process. 

What is quality management?

Quality has been defined as fitness for use, conformance 
to requirements, and the pursuit of excellence. Even though 
the concept of quality has existed from early times, the study 
and definition of quality have been given prominence only 
in the last century. 

1920s: quality control. Following the Industrial 
Revolution and the rise of mass production, it became 
important to better define and control the quality of 
products. Originally, the goal of quality was to ensure that 
engineering requirements were met in final products. Later, 
as manufacturing processes became more complex, quality 
developed into a discipline for controlling process variation 
as a means of producing quality products.

1950s: quality assurance and auditing. The quality 
profession expanded to include the quality assurance 
and quality audit functions. The drivers of independent 
verification of quality were primarily industries in which 
public health and safety were paramount. 

1980s: Total Quality Management (TQM). Businesses 
realized that quality wasn’t just the domain of products and 
manufacturing processes, and Total Quality Management 
(TQM) principles were developed to include all processes 
in a company, including management functions and service 
sectors.

Quality Management Today. There have been many 
interpretations of what quality is, beyond the dictionary 
definition of “general goodness.” Other terms describing 
quality include reduction of variation, value-added, and 
conformance to specifications. 

ISO 9000:2015: Quality management systems  - 
Fundamentals and Vocabulary defines quality as the  “degree 
to which a set of inherent characteristics of an object  fulfills 
requirements.” Simply stated, quality is meeting customer 
requirements. 

A system of quality management includes all activities 
of the overall management function that determine the 
quality policy, objectives, and responsibilities and their 
implementation. As ISO 9000 explains, a management 
system provides the means of establishing a policy and 
objectives and the means to achieve those objectives.

What Are Quality 
Assurance and 

Quality Control?

I was looking for someone to inspire me, motivate me, support me, keep me focused…Someone who would love me, cherish  me, 
make me happy and I realized that all along I was looking for myself.
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65th Annual General Meeting on 28th June 2018
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65th Annual General Meeting on 28th June 2018

Office-bearers presenting memento to 
Sri K.K. Rajan, Imm. Past President

Sri G. Rajendran, Past President Honoring Sri R Kumaravelu, 
Managing Director, Aqua Group of Companies



ŒõuÚ[PÒ ÁiÁø©¨¦ xøÓ¯õÚx,  J¸ 

PØ£øÚ¯õÚ ŒõuÚzøu E¸ÁõUQ Áøµ£h 

ÁiÂÀ u¸QÓx. BÚõÀ AuØS E¸Á® öPõkzx 

(Physical  shape) E°º öPõkzx (Dynamic Operation) E¸ÁõUSÁx 

EØ£zv xøÓ÷¯ (Manufacturing Shops )  BS®. 

J¸ ŒõuÚzvÀ Á¸® AzuøÚ EÖ¨¦PÐUS® AuØS 

÷uøÁ¯õÚ ‰»¨ ö£õ¸ÒPøÍ ÷uº¢öukUQÓx E¸øÍ 

uskPøÍ²®, Áõº£h[PÍõPÄ® ÷£õ›â[SPÍõPÄ®, 

uSkPÍõPÄ®, ö£ØÖ AÁØøÓ G¢vµ[PÎÀ ÷Ási¯ 

ÁiÁ®, xÀ¼¯zvØS E¸ÁõUSQßÓÚº. £»ÁøP 

G¢vµ[PøÍ ÷uº|öuk¨£x®. EØ£zv P¸ÂPÒ, 

öÁmkÎPøÍ £¯ß£kzxÁx® AÁºPÒ öŒ¯»õS®. 

EØ£zv¯õÚ EÖ¨¦PÐUS £õxPõ¨¦ §a_ (protective 

Coating) öPõk¨£x. AÁØøÓ ÷Põºzvøn¨£x (Assembly) 

Ásn® §_Áx (painting) ÷£õßÓ £» ÷Áø»PøÍ 

öŒ#QßÓÚº. AÁØÔß \›¯õÚ C¯UPzøu (Running Test) 

÷ŒõuøÚ°mk AÔQßÓÚº.

÷©ØUTÔ¯ÁØøÓ öŒ#x •i¨£uØPõÚ öuõÈÀTh 

Pmk©õÚ® (Infrastructure facility) u¯õº öŒ#¯ ÷Ásk®. 

EÖ¨¦PÒ •uÀ Á›øŒ°À, E¸ÁõUP¨£h ÷Ásk®. 

G¢u AÍÄ ußÛ¯UP ÷Áø»¨£õk (Automation) 

÷Ásk®, GÆÁÍÄ £o¯õÍºPÒ ÷Ásk® AÁºPÍx 

£ozvÓø©PÒ (Skill Set) GÆÁÍÄ ÷Ásk® Gß£x 

GÀ»õ® wº©õÛUP¨£h ÷Ásk®.

J¸ ©õuzvØS EØ£zv AÍÄ GßÚ? AÁØøÓ 

G¨£i vmhªmk öŒ¯»õUSÁx (Planning and Execution) 

BQ¯ÁØøÓ wº©õÛUP ÷Ásk®. CuØPõP CßÖ 

£»ÁøP¯õÚ ö©ßö£õ¸ÒPÐ® EÒÍÚ. AÁØøÓ 

ö£›x®, \›¯õÚ •øÓ°¾® £¯ß£kzu ÷Ási¯x 

AÁ]¯®.

AvP AÍÄ EØ£zv

AvP AÍÄ EØ£zv Gß£vÀ, GsoUøP°À 

EØ£zv (Production Quantity) ©ØÖ® EØ£zv°À @©ßø© 

(Productivity) BQ¯ Cµsk® Ah[Q EÒÍx. @Ási¯ 

AÍÄ EØ£zv, AvP AÍÄ  EØ£zv Gß£x® •UQ¯®. 

AøuÂh SøÓ¢u AÍÄ EÒÏmiÀ (Input) AvP 

AÍÄ öÁÎ±k (Output), ö£ÖÁx Gß£x ö£õÔ°¯À 

~qUP[PÎß Ai¨£øh BS®.

EØ£zv Ch[PÎÀ |À» uµ©õÚ,  |ßS 

£µõ©›UP¨£mh G¢vµ[PøÍ £¯ß£kzu @Ásk®. 

AøÁ @uøÁ¯õÚ AÍÄUS uõÛ¯UP •øÓPøÍ 

(Automation) öPõsk C¯[P @Ásk®. ]» ÁøP 

EÖ¨¦PÐUS ]Ó¨¦ EØ£zv G¢vµ[PÒ (Special 

Purpose Machine Tools) £¯ß£kzu¨£kQßÓx. •Êø© 

ö£ØÓ EØ£zvU@PØ£ £µõ©›¨¦ •øÓ (Total Productivity 

Maintenance) £¯ß£kzu¨£mk G¢vµ[PøÍ •Ê 

@|µ•®, £ÊvÀ»õ©¾®, AvP vÓÝhÝ®, EÖ¨¦PÒ 

@ŒuªßÔ²® EØ£zvUS HØÓÁõÖ öŒ#¯¨£kQßÓx. 

AvP EØ£zv ö£ÖÁuØPõP |À» Aa”PÒ, ¤iUS® 

•øÓPÒ, P¸ÂPÒ, öÁmkÎPÒ £¯ß£kzu¨£kQßÓÚ. 

uµ©õÚ Põºø£k EÎPÒ, øh@hÛ¯® ø|møµk (TiN)  

§a” öPõkUP¨£mk AvP @ÁP•®, ÁõÌ|õÐ® öPõsk 

EøÇUQßÓx.

J¸]» ŒõuÚ[PÐU@P AvP AÍÄ EØ£zv 

•øÓ ö£õ¸zu©õÚuõP C¸US®. ©ØÖ® J¸]» 

Á õ i U ø P ¯ õ Í º P Î ß  @ u ø Á U S  H Ø £  ] Ô ¯ 

öuõSvPÒ  (Small Batch) EØ£zv öŒ#¯¨£kQßÓÚ. 

CuØS EÖ¨¦PÒ öuõS¨¦ •øÓ EØ£zv (Group 

Technology), G¢vµ öuõS¨¦ EØ£zv (Cell System) BQ¯øÁ 

£¯ÚõQßÓÚ. CßÖ @©®£kzu¨£mh •øÓ°À 

©õØÔ Aø©zxU öPõÒÍzuUP uõÛ¯UP EØ£zv 

öuõSv (FMS) £¯ß£kzu¨£kQßÓx. @©¾® CßÖ 

ÁõiUøP¯õÍºPÎß @uøÁ BønUS (Work Order) HØ£ 

@Pmk¨ ö£Ö® •øÓ (Pull Production) £¯ß£kzu¨£kQßÓx. 

Cx J¸ SÔ¨¤mh GsoUøP°»õÚ £SvP@Í EØ£zv 

öŒ#¯¨£k®.

EØ£zv G¢vµ[PÐ®, 

EØ£zvUPõÚ 

P¸ÂPÒ, 

öÁmkÎPÐ®

EØ£zv ÷©»õsø©US I¢x ©¢vµ[PÒ
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@£µõ]›¯º Â. Cµõ©aŒ¢vµß
C¯¢vµÂ¯À xøÓ (K#Ä), §.Œõ.@Põ. 

öuõÈÀ~m£UPÀ¿› 

@PõøÁ

When you like a flower, you just pluck it. But when you love a flower, you water it daily. He who understands this, understands life…
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AvP AÍÄ uµ®

G¢vµ[PÎÀ AvP AÍÄ uµ®, £» PõµoPøÍ 

öPõshx. |õ® |À» uµ©õÚ G¢vµ[PøÍ Áõ[P 

@Ásk®. uµ©õÚ Aa”PÒ öÁmkÎPÒ ö£õ¸zu 

@Ásk®. £°Ø] ö£ØÓ £o¯õÍºPøÍ £oUS A©ºzu 

@Ásk®. G¢vµ[PøÍ ªP ]Ó¢u •øÓ°À £µõ©›UP 

@Ásk®. @ŒõuøÚ°mk Œ›£õºzu (Calibrated) |À» AÍÄ 

P¸ÂPøÍ £¯ß£kzv uµ @ŒõuøÚ öŒ#¯ @Ásk®.

@©¾® CßÖ £Ø£» ]Ó¨¦ uÁÖ uÂºUS® 

EzvPøÍ Pøh¤iUQÓõºPÒ. £Êx Áõ#¨¦ uÂº¨¦ 

|hÁiUøP (FMEA), uÁÖ uÂºzuÀ (Pokayoke), uÁÖ 

Põoß {Özu® (Jidoka) @£õßÓ •øÓPøÍ øP¯õÍ 

@Ásk®. uµ® EÖv öŒ#²® EzvPÍõP ¡Ö ŒuÂQu 

@ŒõuøÚ (100% Inspection), ¦ÒÎÂÁµ uµUPmk¨£õk 

(Statistical Quality Control), •Êø©¯õÚ uµUPmk¨£õk (Total 

Quality Control), BÖ ]U©õ @£õßÓ •øÓPøÍ øP¯õÍ 

@Ásk®.

ChzvØS uUPÁõÖ, EÖ¨¦PÐUS uUPÁõÖ, 

öŒ»ÄPÐUS uUPÁõÖ C®•øÓPøÍ •i¢u AÍÄ 

£¯ß£kzu @Ási¯x ªPÄ® •UQ¯® BS®.

SøÓ¢u öŒ»Ä

G¢vµ £¯ß£õmiÀ SøÓ¢u öŒ»Ä Gß£x, J¸ 

G¢vµzvß £¯ß£õmiØS J¸ ©o @|µzvØS BS® 

ö©õzu öŒ»ÂøÚ SÔ¨¤kÁõºPÒ (Machine Hour Cost). Cx 

£Ø£» ]Ö]Ö öŒ»ÂÚ[PøÍ EÒÍhUQ¯x. G¢vµ Âø», 

@u#©õÚ öŒ»Ä, C¯USÁuØPõÚ öŒ»Ä, £Êx £õºUS® 

öŒ»Ä BQ¯ Ah[S®. C@uõk £o¯õÍº Œ®£Í®, 

]Ó¨§v¯® BQ¯øÁ²® Ah[S®. Cx@£õP Aa”PÒ, 

EÎPÒ  öŒ»Ä @£õßÓøÁ²® Ah[S®. G¢u Âu©õÚ 

EØ£zv •øÓPøÍ £¯ß£kzxQ@Óõ® Gß£x® Âø» 

SøÓ¨¦ |hÁiUøP°ß J¸ A®Œ® BS®. J¸ |õÐUS 

GÆÁÍÄ ©o@|µ®, AvÀ @Áø» öPõkUQ@Óõ® 

Gß£x® AvÀ E£@¯õP©õÚ @|µ®, ©ØÖ® {ßÔ¸US® 

@|µ® (Down Time) BQ¯øÁ²® öŒ»øÁ wº©õÛUQßÓÚ. 

J¸ @Áø»US u¯õº£kzx® GÀ»õÁØøÓ²® Bµõ#¢x, 

AÁØÔÀ ]UPÚ |hÁiUøP²®, @|µ® SøÓUS® 

|hÁiUøP²® GkzuõÀ öŒ»Ä SøÓ²®.

SøÓ¢u @|µ®

@|µ® SøÓzuÀ Gß£x J¸ G¢vµ® @Áø» öŒ#²® 

@|µzøu AÀ», Ax 24 ©o @|µ•® öuõhº¢x •Ê 

AÍÂÀ EØ£zvø¯ öPõkUP @Ásk®. BÚõÀ J¸ 

EØ£zv @Áø»ø¯ AÀ»x EÖ¨¤øÚ ªP SøÓ¢u 

@|µzvÀ öŒ#x •iUP @Ásk®. (Cycle Time). Ax@Á 

@|µ® SøÓ¨¦ BS®. CuØS G¢vµ u¯õº£kzx® 

@|µ® (Setting Time)  SøÓ¯ @Ásk®. CuØS @Áø»ø¯ 

Âøµ¢x ©õØÔ Aø©US® £»øPPÒ (Rapid Pallet Change) 

•øÓ £¯ÚõQßÓx. Âøµ¢x @Áø»ø¯ ¤iUS® 

•øÓPÒ (Pneumatic/Hydraulic Clamps) £¯ÚõQßÓx. J¸ {ªh 

Aa” ©õØÖ •øÓ (Single Minute Exchange of Die) GßÓ Ezv 

£¯ÚõQßÓx.

Akzx •UQ¯©õÚx öŒ¯À•øÓ @|µ® (Operation 

Time) BS®. CuØS @©®£mh Aa”PÒ, EÎPÒ 

£¯ß£kzu @Ásk®. AøÁ AvP öÁmk @ÁPzvÀ 

öŒ¯À£h @Ásk®.

CxuÂµ EÎ, ©õØÖ, @ÁP® ©õØÓ, @ŒõuøÚ 

öŒ#¯ GßÖ £» Cøh¨£mh @Áø»PøÍ GÎuõPÄ®, 

@ÁP©õPÄ® öŒ#²® •øÓPøÍ öPõskÁµ @Ásk®. 

uõÛ¯UP EÎ ©õØÓ® (Automatic Tool Change) ©ØÖ® 

C¯UPzvß@£õ@u AÍÂk® P¸ÂPÒ (Inprocess Gauging) 

@£õßÓøÁPÒ £¯ß£kzu¨£h @Ásk®.

@PõºzvønUS® Ch[PÎÀ öuõhº @Põºzvøn¨¦ 

•øÓ (Line Assembly) ©ØÖ® ©Ûu G¢vµ @Põºzvøn¨¦ 

•øÓ (Robotic Assembly) BQ¯ •øÓPøÍU Pøh¨¤iUP 

@Ásk®.

]Ó¢u @ŒøÁ

J¸ G¢vµ® {ÖÁ¨£mk EÒÍ £o°h®, @Áø» 

öŒ#@Áõ¸US ©Ú{øÓÄ u¸ÁuõP C¸UP @Ásk®. 

y#ø©¯õPÄ®, JÊ[PõP Aø©UP¨£mk®, GÀ»õ 

ÁøP¯õÚ EÒÏmk¨ ö£õ¸ÒPÐ® EÒÍuõPÄ® 

C¸UP @Ásk®. G¢vµ® |ßS £µõ©›UP¨£mk, GÎ¯ 

•øÓ°À C¯UPzuUPuõP C¸UP @Ásk®.

JÆöÁõ¸ G¢vµ® C¯[Q¯ ¤ßÚº AuØS J¸ G¢vµ 

SÔ¨¦¨ £mi¯À (History Card)  u¯õº öŒ#¯ @Ásk®. 

G¢vµ® ÁÇ[Q¯ {ÖÁÚ®, £µõ©›¨¦ SÔ¨¦PÒ, 

@uøÁ¯õÚ Ev›£õP[PÒ ©ØÖ® Ax SÔzu AøÚzx 

ÂÁµ[PÐ® SÔUP¨£mk C¸US®. CuÚõÀ |©US 

Põ»® ªPÄ® «u® BS®. JÆöÁõ¸ G¢vµzvØS® 

@uøÁ¯õÚ, ªßŒõµ®, AÊzuUPõØÖ, uspº @uøÁPÒ 

Œ›¯õÚ£i §ºzv öŒ#¯¨£h @Ásk®. P¸ÂPÒ Th® 

(Toolgrib), Œ›¯õÚ P¸ÂPÒ Eh@Ú QøhUS®£i¯õP 

C¸zuÀ @Ásk®. AÆÁ¨@£õx •ßöÚaŒ›UøP 

£Êx £õº¨¦ (Preventive Maintenance) ªß öŒ»Ä ]UPÚ® 

(Energy audile), G¢vµ £¯ß£õmk ŒuÂQu® (Percentage 

utilisation) BQ¯øÁ PnUöPkUP¨£mk Œ›öŒ#¯¨£kuÀ 

@Ásk®.

P¸ÂPÐ® G¢vµ[PÐ® CÀ»õÂiÀ CßÖ 

£¯ß£õmk ö£õ¸ÒPÐ®, @ŒøÁPÐ® ªP AvP 

AÍÂÀ GÎuõP Qøh¨£x ªP A›x. ÁõÌUøP 

•øÓ°À, AvP @|µ® CßÖ Qøh¨£uõÀ ©QÌa]²®, 

P»õaŒõµ ÁÍºa]²® ö£›x® GÎuõÚx BQßÓx. 

G¢vµ[PøÍ £¯ß£kzx@Áõ®. BÚõÀ ÁõÌUøP 

•øÓø¯ G¢vµ©¯® BUPõ©À £õºzxU öPõÒ@Áõ®.

Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.
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|À» G¢vµ[PÒ, P¸ÂPÒ Good machine & Tools uÁÖ uÂºzuÀ Pokayoke

£°Ø] ö£ØÓ £o¯õÍºPÒ Trained Manpower uÁÖ PshõÀ {ÖzuÀ Jidoka

•ß@ÚõUS £Êx £õºzuÀ Preventive Maintenance •Êø©¯õÚ uµUPmk¨£õk TQM

P¸ÂPÒ, EÎPÒ £µõ©›¨¦ Tool Maintenance £Êx Áõ#¨¦, uÂº¨¦ 

GaŒ›UøP
FMEA

öŒ#•øÓ, Cøha@ŒõuøÚ Inprocess Inspection ¡Ö ŒuÂQu uµ® 100% Inspection

uµ® EÖv öŒ#uÀ Quality Control P®¨³mhº AÍÂ G¢vµ® CMM

S
ø

Ó
¢
u
 ö

Œ
»

Ä

@Œu® SøÓ¢u EØ£zv 

•øÓ
Lean Manufacturing G¢vµ £¯Ümk BskPÒ Life of Machine

SøÓ¢u öŒ»Ä uõÛ¯UP 

•øÓ
Low Cost Automation @u#©õÚ öŒ»Ä Depreciation

J¸ ©oUS EØ£zv öŒ»Ä Machine Hour Cost Aa” / EÎPÒ öŒ»Ä Low Tooling Cost

öŒ¯À •øÓ vmhªhÀ Process Planning – –

G¢vµ £Êx Bµõ#uÀ Down Time Analysis – –

SøÓ¢u u¯õºöŒ# @|µ® Low Setting Time – –

S
ø

Ó
¢
u
 @

|
µ
®

Av@ÁP öÁmk •øÓPÒ High Speed Machining @u#©õÚ® SøÓ¢u 

öÁmkÎPÒ
Low Wear Cutting Tools

©õØÔ uõÛ¯[Q G¢vµ® Transfer Machine @|µ® SøÓUS® EzvPÒ
Time Compression 
Technologies

EÎ ©õØÔ Aø©¨¦ Tool Changers – –

@µõ@£õ @Põºzvøn¨¦ Robotic Assembly – –

J¸ {ªh Aa” ©õØÓ®
Single Minute exchange 
of Dies – –

öuõhº EØ£zv öuõSv Line Production System – –

]
Ó
¢
u
 @

Œ
ø

Á

G¢vµ SÔ¨¦ £mi¯À History Card ©õØÖ EÖ¨¦PÒ Pmk¨£õk Spares Control

y#ø© £o°h® Good House Keeping 5-S ªß öŒ»Ä ]UPÚ® Energy Audit

vÚŒ› £µõ©›¨¦ Routine Maintenance – –

ªß, }º, AÊzuPõØÖ Power, Air, Water Supply – –

|À» P¸ÂPÒ Th® Good Tool grib – –

G¢vµ[PøÍ²®, P¸ÂPøÍ²®  uµ©õÚuõP öu›Ä öŒ#uÀ, £µõ©›zuÀ, •Êø©¯õP £¯ß£kzxuÀ ©ØÖ® 

Põ»z@u ©õØÔ¯ø©zuÀ (Replacement) BQ¯øÁ £¯ß u¸®.

G¢vµ[PÒ, Aa”PÒ, EÎPÒ ©ØÖ® AÁØøÓ £µõ©›zuÀ xøÓ

A
v

P
 E

Ø
£
z
v

|ßS £µõ©›UP¨£mh 

EØ£zv öuõSv

Well Maintained 
Production System ]Ó¨¦ EØ£zv G¢vµ®

Special Purpose 
Machines

•Ê @|µ £¯ß£õk Capacity utilization uõÛ¯[Q G¢vµ® Automatic Machines

£o@|µ ©õØÓ GsoUøP No. of Shifts P®¨³mhº Pmk¨£õk 

G¢vµ®
CNC Machines

|À» P¸ÂPÒ Improved Tools EØ£zv AÍÄ vmhªhÀ Production Planning

P¸ÂPÒ öuõÈÀ~m£® Tool Engineering JzvøP EØ£zv @ŒõuøÚ Modelling & Simulation

öuõhº EØ£zv öuõSv Line Production System – –

Failure is the opportunity to begin again more intelligently.
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öu›¢x öPõÒ÷Áõ©õ?
w	 £Ç ©µ[PÎÀ }sh Põ»® ÂøÍa\À u¸Áx 

Bµg_ ©µ®. _©õº 400 BskPÍõP öuõhº¢x 

Ax ÂøÍa\À u¸®.

w	 J¸ uº§\o £Ç® C¸¢uõÀ AvÀ C¸¢x 6 »m\® 

uº§\o £Ç[PøÍ EØ£zv öŒ#xÂh»õ®.

w	 ©Ûu EhÀPÎÀ _©õº 6 ÷Põi÷¯ 50 »m\® öŒÀPÒ 

C¸QßÓÚ.

w	 ö £ õ x Á õ P  u õ Á µ [ P Ò  | P µ õ x .  B Ú õ À 

Q»õª÷hõö©õÚõì GßÓ J¸ öŒÀ uõÁµ® |Pº¢x 

÷£õS® ußø© Eøh¯x.

w	 £a÷Œõ¢v°ß |õUS uß Eh¼ß }ÍzøuÂh  

Cµsk ©h[S AvP©õP C¸US®.

]›UP ©ÓUP»õ©õ? 

w Cß£zv¾® ]›[P! xß£zv¾® ]›[P! GÀ»õ 

÷|µ•® ]›[P!  

A¨£zuõß }[P  ¿_ßÝ GÀ»õ¸® 

|®¦Áõ[P.

w ©õk ÷£õ» ]ßÚuõ C¸US®! BÚõ Ax ©õk 

CÀ»! Ax GßÚ? GßÚ öu›¯ø»¯õ? 

Ax PsqU Smi! PhÄ÷Í Hß GßøÚ 

CÆÁÍÄ AÔÁõÎ¯õ¨ £øha÷Œ?

w PnÁß: EßøÚU PmiÚxUS¨ £v»õ J¸ 

G¸ø© ©õøhU Pmi°¸UP»õ®.

 © ø Ú Â :  B Ú õ  A x U S  G ¸ ø ©  © õ k 

\®©vUPq÷©? 

w ÷PºÒ: GUéõ® øh®» |õ[P jÂ, ÷µi÷¯õ, 

P®¨³mhº, öŒÀ÷£õß öuõh÷Á ©õm÷hõ®...

 £õ#: CÆÁÍÄ uõÚõ? |õ[P ¦UøP÷¯ öuõh 

©õm÷hõ®... 

w ©õnÁß: Œõº, j ©õìhºj ÷£õhÓõ¸,

£÷µõmhõ ©õìhº £÷µõmhõ ÷£õhÓõ¸, 

÷©Uì ©õìhº ÷©Uì ÷£õhÓõ¸, 

}[P öím©õìhº uõ÷Ú 

Hß ©sh¯ ÷£õh ©õm÷h[QÕ[P? 

©¸zxÁ®

w P\¨¦, xÁº¨¦... ÷|õ# Gvº¨¦ \Uv u¸® C¯ØøP 

÷Ph¯[PÒ! |»® |À»x

w •xø©°À öPõÊ¨¦ÒÍ EnÄPøÍU SøÓUP 

÷Ásk®. AuØPõP, •Êø©¯õPz uÂº¨£x 

|À»uÀ». |Àö»sön#, 

A›]z uÂmk Gsön# 

÷£õßÓ Gsön#PÎß 

P»øÁø¯U öPõg\©õP¨ 

£¯ß£kzxÁx |À»x. 

w ø P & P õ À  Ã U P ® : 

B Á õ µ ® £ m ø h ,  _ U S , 

BQ¯ÁØøÓ \© AÍÄ 

Gkzx 400ª. usp›À 

Põ#a] BÓøÁzx vÚ•® 3 ÷ÁøÍ £¸Q Áµ øP, 

PõÀ ÃUP® C¸¢u Ch® öu›¯õ©À KiÂk®.

w ö£õß÷©Û u¸® S¨ø£÷©Û: S¨ø£ ÷©Û 

Cø»ø¯²®, E¨ø£²® ÷Œºzx Aøµzx öŒõÔ, 

]µ[SPÐUSz ÷u#zx Áµ Sn©õS®.

w £hº uõ©øµUS: A¸P®¦À¾®, ©g\Ð® ÷Œºzx 

Aøµzx £hºuõ©øµ°À §\ ÷|õ# w¸®.

uzxÁ®

w EøÇ¨¦ ÁÖø©ø¯ ©mk® ÂµmhÂÀø» 

wø©ø¯²® ÂµmkQÓx.

w AøŒ ÷£õmk vßÝÁx ©õk; AøŒ¯õ©À 

vßÝÁx Ãk.

w £ÓUP Â¸®¦£ÁÚõÀ £hµ •i¯õx.

w £_Âß ©i°À öPõ_ Pizuõ¾® Ax Si¨£x 

£õø»¯À» Auß Cµzuzøu.

w Szx ÂÍUS GÆÁÍÄ ¤µPõ\©õP G›¢uõ¾® Auß 

Ai°À \ØÖ C¸Ò C¸UPzuõß öŒ#²®.

PÂøu

w Á¼÷¯õk C¸¨£x £ÇQ Âmhx! ¦vuõP BÖuÀ 

u¸Áx ÷£õÀ u¢x AÚõøu¯õUQÂhõ÷u. 

w ŒõÂ CÀ»õu §møh ©Ûuß E¸ÁõUSÁvÀø» 

Ax ÷£õÀ wºÄ CÀ»õu ¤µa\øÚPøÍ CøÓÁß 

Aø©¨£vÀø».

w ÁõÌUøP°À GÀ»õ® QøhUP ÷Ásk® GßÖ 

Gvº£õºUPõ÷u ]» Âå¯[PÒ QøhUPõ©À 

C¸¨£÷u ÁõÌUøPUS |À»x. 

w ¦ßÚøP GßÓ •PÁ› E[PÎh® C¸¢uõÀ 

|s£ºPÒ GßÓ Piu® E[PÐUS Á¢x öPõs÷h 

C¸US®. 

w Á ¼ ² ®  ÷ Á u ø Ú ² ®  ö Œ õ ß Ú õ À  ¦ › ¯ õ x 

£mhÁÝUS uõß öu›²®.

Change your thoughts and you change your world.









SITRA CALIBRATION SERVICESTRI AS

Cert. Number: CC-2678

NABL ACCREDITED ISO/IEC 17025:2005

Textile Engineering and Instrumentation Division 

13/37, Avinashi road, Aerodrome Post, Coimbatore – 641014. 
Ph: +91 422 4215374, 344, 316, 2574367-9, Fax: +91 422 4215300 

E-mail: engg@sitra.org.in,  Web: www.sitra.org.in

The South India Textile Research Association (SITRA) 

For details please contact:

As per OIML, ISO, IS, DKD, BIS Standards

Parameter

Dimension

Pressure &
Vacuum

Speed

Force

Mass (at Lab)

Weighing Balance
of class I and 
coarser

RangeInstruments that can be Calibrated

Vernier /Digital caliper                              

External/Digital micrometer
Setting rod
Vernier/Digital Height Gauge
Vernier Depth Gauge                                                   
Plunger type Dial Gauge
Measuring Tape
Measuring Steel Scale
Plain Plug Gauge
Dial Thickness Gauge
Feeler Gauge
Internal/Stick micrometer

0-600mm
0-300mm
0-275mm
0-600mm
0-300mm
0-10mm
0-100m
0-1000mm
Up to 100mm
0-10mm
0.03-1.0mm
50-300mm

Pressure Gauge (Pneumatic)
Pressure Gauge (Hydraulic)
Pressure Gauge (Hydraulic)
Vacuum Gauge                                              

1 - 10 bar
40 - 150 bar
200 - 600 bar
(-1) - 0 bar

Contact Tachometer
Non Contact Tachometer                                    

50 - 4000 RPM
100 - 100000 RPM

      Electronic Weighing Balance                                

(Readability 0.01mg)
Electronic Weighing Balance                                  

(Readability 0.1mg)
Electronic Weighing Balance                                  

(Readability 1mg)
Electronic Weighing Balance                                 

(Readability 100mg)
Standard Weights
Standard Weights
Standard Weights                                       

Up to 40g

Up to 200g

Up to 1kg 

Up to 12kg

1mg to 200g(F1 Class & coarser)
500g to 1kg (F2 Class & coarser)
2kg to 10kg (M1 Class & coarser)    

Tensile Testers
Force Measuring System of UTM 
accuracy class II & coarser - Tension                                              

10N to 100N
50N to 5kN

25+ Years Expertise                              

High Accuracy Calibrators         Continuous Improvisation           On-Site Calibration Facilities                       

Customer Focus                                          Quick Response



E
ßøÚ AÔ¢uõÀ } EßøÚ AÔ¢uõÀ E»PzvÀ 

÷£õµõh»õ® & GßöÓõ¸ uªÌz vøµ¨£õhÀ 

Esk. CuøÚ BÇ©õP ]¢vzuõÀ ö£õ¸Ò Â›²®! 

JÆöÁõ¸ ©ÛuÝ® ußøÚ¨ £ØÔ ]¢vUS® ö£õÊx 

uß Sk®£zøu¨ £ØÔa ]¢vUQÓõß. Akzx ö©õÈ, 

£s£õk, CÚ®, |õk CÁØøÓ¨ £ØÔa ]¢uøÚ Á¸®, 

Áµ÷Ásk®. JÆöÁõ¸ ©ÛuÝ® \‰P® Œõº¢÷u 

ÁõÌQÓõß. \‰Pzvß A[P÷© ©Ûuß!

uõß ÁõÊ® ©søn, ö©õÈø¯¨ £ØÔa 

]¢vUPõ©À ÷£õÚõÀ AÁß ÁõÌÄ {øÓÄ 

ö£ØÓuõPõx. G¢u J¸ ©ÛuÝ®, uß \‰P Áµ»õØøÓ 

AÔ¯õ©À {PÌPõ»zvÀ \›¯õP ÁõÇ •i¯õx. 

GvºPõ»zvØS® ]Ó¨£õP ÁÈPõmh •i¯õx. uªÇº 

AÔÂ¯ø» AÔ¯õu £»º uªÌö©õÈ Põ»zxUS 

JÆÁõux GßÖ ¦Ó¢uÒÍU PõsQ÷Óõ®. y¯ uªÈÀ 

÷£]ÚõÀ HÍÚ® öŒ#Áx öuõhºQÓx. 

ö£õxÁõPz uªÇß GßÓõ÷» ‘÷©õk •mi, AÔÄ 

öPmh BÐ[P’ GßQÓ £õºøÁ²®, uªÈÀ £izuõÀ 

AÔÄ ÁÍµõx GßQÓ ]¢uøÚ²® uªÌ|õmk¨ 

£i¨£õÎPÐUS Esk. Esø©°À £Ç¢uªÇºPÒ 

EnÄ, Eøh C¸¨¤hzvÀ öuõh[Q ÁõÚÂ¯À, 

©so¯À ÁøµUS® GÆÁÍÄ BÇ©õPa ]¢vzx, 

AÔÂ¯÷»õk ö|¸[Q¯ EÓÄ öPõsi¸¢uõºPÒ 

Gß£øu C¢¡À |©USa ŒõßÖPÐhß GkzxU 

PõmkQÓx. |® |õmiÀ uªÈÀ E¯º AÔÂ¯À, 

ö£õÔ°¯À, ©¸zxÁU PÀÂ ö£Ó•i¯õx Gß£x 

©mk©À», öuõhUPU PÀÂ°¼¸¢÷u Th uªÌ 

xµzu¨£mkU öPõsi¸US® AÁ» {ø». 

Áµ»õÖ

uªÇº Áµ»õØøÓ¨ £õºUQÓ÷£õx uªÇº ]¢uøÚ°À 

öuõÀPõ¨¤¯ Põ»zvØS •ß¤¸¢÷u ©so¯À, 

uõÁµÂ¯À, Âso¯À, ©¸¢x, AÍÂ¯À, GsPÒ, 

Eøh, AoP»ß, CøŒ, |õmi¯®, PmhhU Pø», 

KÂ¯®, ]Ø£UPø» GÚ CßÝ® £» xøÓPÎÀ 

AÔÂ¯À ÷Á¹ßÔ öuõhº¢v¸UQÓx. AÔÂ¯À 

uªÊUS¨ ¦vuÀ»; uªÇ¸US® ¦vuÀ». BÚõÀ, 

|©US Á¼¢x vozxU öPõsi¸UQÓ CßøÓ¯ 

B[Q»z vøµø¯ }UQÂmk uªÇº ]¢uøÚø¯ 

©sŒõº¢u ©µ÷£õk £õºz÷uõ©õÚõÀ ÷©ØöŒõßÚ £» 

xøÓPÎÀ •¢øuz uªÇÛß AÔÂ¯ø» Enº¢x 

£õºUP •i²®.

§®¦Põ›ß ªP¨ ö£›¯ £Sv÷¯ Ph¼À ‰ÌQ 

Âmhx. ¤›mhß, Aö©›UP |õmiß FhP[PÎß 

EuÂ÷¯õk CßøÓ¯ §®¦Põøµ Ph¾US Ai°À 

B#Ä öŒ#x öŒ#va _¸ÍõP ¤izv¸UQßÓÚº. 

B#ÁõÍº HßöPõUQß C¢u B#øÁ, ¤›zuõÛ¯ 

uºíõ® £ÀPø»UPÇP ©so¯À B#ÁõÍº QÏß 

ªÀÛ •Êø©¯õP HØ£÷uõk íµ¨£õ |õP›Pzøu Âh 

§®¦Põº |õP›P® ªPÄ® £Çø©¯õÚx; ]Ó¨£õÚx 

GßQÓõº.

ö©õÈ

E»QÀ C¸UQßÓ £À÷ÁÖ ö©õÈPÎÀ, ÷£\¨£k® 

ö©õÈPÎß GsoUøP 6800 GÚ ö©õÈ°¯À 

B#ÁõÍºPÎß PnUöPk¨¦ öu›ÂUQÓx. CÁØÔÀ 

GÊuÄ® ÷£\Ä® ÁÀ»ø© öPõsh ö©õÈPÒ 

GÊ¡ØÖUS Em£mhøÁ¯õS®. öŒõ¢u Á›ÁiÁzvÀ 

GÊu¨£k® ö©õÈPÒ ¡Ö ©mk÷©. CÆÁõÖ 

£À÷ÁÖ ußø©PÐhß ö©õÈPÒ C¸¢u÷£õx® 

CÁØÖUöPÀ»õ® uõ¯õPz vPÊ® ‰»ö©õÈPÒ 

BÖ GÚ B#Âß ‰»® PshÔ¯¨£mkÒÍx. AøÁ 

G¤÷µ¯ ö©õÈ, Q÷µUP ö©õÈ, C»zwß ö©õÈ, 

\©ìQ¸u®, ^Úö©õÈ, uªÌö©õÈ Gß£ÚÁõS®. 

CÁØÖÒ C÷¯_|õuº ÷£]¯ G¤÷µ¯ ö©õÈ, ŒõUµjì 

÷£]¯ (Bv) Q÷µUP ö©õÈ, ^\º ÷£]¯ C»zvß 

ö©õÈ, ÁõÀ«Q ÷£]¯ Áhö©õÈ (\©ìQ¸u®) 

Gß£Ú CßÖ ÷£a_ ÁÇUQÀ CÀø». BÚõÀ 

Pß§]¯ì ÷£]¯ ̂ Ú ö©õÈ²® öuõÀPõ¨¤¯ ¦»Áß, 

v¸ÁÒÐÁº BQ÷¯õº ÷£]¯ uªÌö©õÈ²® CßÖ® 

]Ó¨¦hß vPÌQßÓÚ.

J¸ö©õÈø¯, ö©õÈ°Ýøh¯ J¼, ö£õ¸Ò, 

P¸zxUPøÍ öÁÎ¨£kzx® vÓøÚU Pøu öŒõÀ¾® 

BØÓÀ GßÓ {ø»PÎÀ B#Ä öŒ#²® ÷£õx A¢u 

ö©õÈ°Úx ©õÓõu ÷Põm£õmøh Enµa öŒ#²®. 

C¢u AqS•øÓPøÍ PnUQÀ öPõsk B#Ä 

öŒ#²®÷£õx E»QÀ EÒÍ AzxøÚ ö©õÈPÎ¾® 

J÷µ ö©õÈuõß Jzx¨ ÷£õQÓx. A¢u ö©õÈ 

uªÌö©õÈ GßÖ E»Qß ©õö£¸® ö©õÈ AÔbº 

‰uÔbº ÷|õ® Œõ®_Q TÖQÓõº.

...C»UPn® PØPõuÁºPÒuõß ö©õÈ°À 

P»¨£h® öŒ#ÁõºPÒ. C»UPn® PØÓÁºPÒ 

ö©õÈø¯ •øÓ÷¯õk ÷£_ÁõºPÒ.

Â¯UP 
øÁUS® 

uªÇº 
AÔÂ¯À
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Enjoy when you can, and endure when you must



÷uøÚzöuõmk |õUQÀ uhÂ¨ £õºzuõÀuõß 

Auß ¸] öu›²®. ÷uß TmiÀ C¸US®÷£õx 

÷uøÚ G¨£i ¸]UP •i²®? uªøÇ¨ £iUPõu 

uªÇºPÍõÀ Auß ö£¸ø©ø¯ GÆÁõÖ Enµ 

•i²®? ]»º uªÈÀ EÒÍ uªÌa öŒõØPÒ 

¦›¯ÂÀø» GßQÓõºPÒ. ¦›²® ö©õÈ, ¦›¯õö©õÈ 

GÚ G¢u ö©õÈ°¾® CÀø». J¸ ö©õÈ ¦›¯ÂÀø» 

GßÓõÀ, A¢u ö©õÈø¯a \›¯õPU PØPÂÀø» 

GßÖuõß Aºzu®. uªøÇ¨ £izxU öPõs÷h 

÷£õÚõÀ Auß PuÄPÒ vÓ¢x öPõs÷h ÷£õS®.

uªÌ ö©õÈ°À 86,200 öŒõØPÒ EÒÍÚ Gß£x 

©øÓ©ø» (C¨ö£õÊx AvP©õP C¸UP»õ®) AiPÒ 

P¸zuõS®.

¤Ó¨¦® ÁõÌÄ®

Eh®¤øÚ •ßÚ® CÊUöPß Ô¸¢÷uß

Eh®¤ÝU SÒ÷Í EÖö£õ¸Ò Ps÷hß

Eh®¦÷Í Ezu©ß ÷PõÂÀ öPõshõöÚßÖ

Eh®¤øÚ ¯õÛ¸¢x K®¦Qß÷Ó÷Ú

& v¸©¢vµ® & 725

C÷u ÷£õ» C¢u Eh®¤ÝÒ 96 ÷Áv°¯À 

öuõÈÀPÒ AÀ»x öŒ¯À£õkPÒ |hUQßÓÚ GßÖ 

Psk¤izuõºPÒ. AuõÁx C¢u Eh®¦® EÒÍ•® 

CuÝÒ C¯[SQÓ E°¸® B÷µõUQ¯©õP öŒ¯À 

¦›²®÷£õx C¢u 96 öŒ¯ÀPÐ® ¤\QßÔ ^µõP 

C¯[SQßÓÚ.

•¨£x® •¨£x® •¨£zuÖÁ¸®

öŒ¨£ ©vÐøh¯U ÷Põ°¾Ò ÁõÌ£Áº

öŒ¨£ ©vÐøh¯U ÷Põ°À ]øu¢u¤ß

J¨£ AøÚÁ¸® Jmöhkz uõºP÷Í!

uªÌ ]zuºPÒ £Ç[Põ»zv÷»÷¯ EhÀ, E°º GßÓ 

Cµsi¾® ªPz öuÎÁõP C¸¢v¸UQÓõºPÒ. A¢u 

öuÎÂÀuõß ©õÝh® ÷©®£ha ]¢uøÚz vÓøÚ 

AÔÂ¯À £õºøÁ÷¯õk ]zuº C»UQ¯zvß ‰»® 

CßÖ® Â¯¢x {ØQÓ ÁøP°À Põmi°¸UQÓõºPÒ.

EÇÄ 

P¸®¦ uªÇ›ß £s£õmka ]ßÚ[PÎÀ JßÓõPÄ® 

C¸¢v¸UQÓx. v¸ÂÇõU Põ»[PÎÀ ÃkPøÍ 

ÁõøÇ ©µzuõ¾®, P¸®¦U PÈPÍõ¾® (÷uõøP÷¯õk 

Ti¯ P¸®¦) Pmi A»[Põµ® öŒ#uõºPÒ. öÁÀ»®, 

\ºUPøµ ÂØÓ ÁoP¸US £ou ÁõoPº Gß£÷u 

ö£¯º. £ou ÁõoPß ö|k ‰»ß GßÓ ö£¯øµ 

©xøµUP¸QÀ C¸UQÓ SøPö¯õßÔÀ ¤µõª 

GÊzvß Aø©¨¤À Psk¤izuÚº B#ÁõÍºPÒ. 

Cx Q.• 2200 BskPÐUS •¢vÚx GÚ Pøha\[Pa 

öŒ#v öu›ÂUQÓx. A¨£i¯õ°ß AuØS •ß÷£ 

uªÇºPÐUS P¸®¦ £°º öŒ#øP²®, P¸®¤¼¸¢x 

öÁÀ»®, \ºUPøµ GkUQÓ öuõÈÀ ~m£•® 

öu›¢v¸UQÓx. A÷u Põ»PmhzvÀ I÷µõ¨¤¯º 

PÐUSU P¸®¦ öu›¯õx. Q.¤.15B® ¡ØÓõsiÀ 

uõß P¸®¦® öÁÀ»•® ÷©ø» |õmiÚ¸USz 

öu›¯ Á¢ux. AuØS¨ ¤ÓSuõß AÁºPÒ ^Ûø¯ 

öPõsk Á¢uõºPÒ.

H›Ý® |ßÓõÀ G¸CkuÀ Pmh¤ß 

}›Ý® |ßÖ AußPõ¨¦ (SÓÒ 1038)

...CßøÓUS ÂgbõÚ® Â›Áøh¢uõ¾® CßÖ® 

C÷u I¢x ÷Põn[PÎÀuõß ÂÁŒõ¯® |hUQÓx. 

÷©¾® Œõuõµn £Çö©õÈPÎÀ Th ÂÁŒõ¯ 

AÔÂ¯ø» øÁzv¸UQÓõß. CuØ÷PØ£ HÓUSøÓ¯ 

20 £Çö©õÈPøÍ GkzxU Põmi°¸UQÓõº B]›¯º.

Eøh

EkUøPU CÇ¢uÁß øP÷£õ» B[÷P 

CkUPs Pø»Áuõ® |m¦ (SÓÒ 788)

. . . C ß ø Ó U S  B [ Q » ¨  ö £ ¯ ÷ µ õ k 

£ ¯ ß £ k z u ¨ £ k Q ß Ó  E Ò  © Ø Ö ®  ö Á Î 

BøhPÐUPõÚz uªÌ¨ ö£¯ºPÎÀ uÛzxÁ•® 

C¸UQßÓÚ. AÁØøÓa \[P Põ»z uªÇºPÒ 

£¯ß£kzv C¸UQßÓÚº.

BsPÎß Eøh: £Û¯ß & S¨£õ¯® (xv 

©°ºzxQÀ S¨£õ¯® & ^ÁP]¢uõ©o) ÷£sm & 

Pa\®, øh & QÈ, ö£Àm & Áõº, \møh & ö©#¨ø£.

B]›¯º ©Ø÷Óõº ChzvÀ... A÷u ÷|µzvÀ 

÷Ámiø¯ ‘÷Áèi’ GßÖ®, ÷Œø»ø¯ Œõ› GßÖ® 

÷£_Áx®, GÊxÁx® ö©õÈ÷¯ CÀ»õuÁºPÎß 

÷Áø»¯õS® GÚa ŒõkQÓõº.

EnÄ

EnÄ ©ÛuÝUS AÁ]¯©õÚx. Ax EhÀ Á¼ø© 

ö£ÓÁÍºa]²Ó CßÔ¯ø©¯õux. AuÚõÀuõß 

¦Ó|õÞÖ GßÓ £Ç¢uªÌ ¡¼À,

}›ßÔ ¯ø©¯õ ¯õUøPUS GÀ»õ® 

Esi öPõkz÷uõº E°º öPõkzuõ÷µ! 

Esi •uØ÷Ó EnÂß ¤sh® (¦Ó&18; 17&20)

GÚa öŒõÀ»¨£mhx. Esi öPõkz÷uõøµ 

(EnÄ) E°º öPõkzuÁº Gß£÷u A¨£õhÀ.

SÔg] {»®: ÷uß, vøÚ©õ, QÇ[S, £ÓøÁPÒ, 

Fß ÷Ámøh°À Qøhzu EnÄPÒ.

•Àø» {»®: ÷ŒõÍ®, ÷PÌÁµS, ö|#, u°º, 

öÁsön#, ÷©õº, AÁøµ, xÁøµ

©¸u {»®: £ÀÁøPa ÷ŒõÖ, Põ#PÔPÒ

ö|#uÀ {»®: «ß, |sk, CÓõÀ, PnÁõ#, 

Põ#¢u «ß (P¸Áõk)

‘...ö|# P»¢u Fß, ÁÖzu Fß, _mh©õß, 

£õÀ÷ŒõÖ, ö|#÷ŒõÖ GÚ AÖ_øÁ EnøÁ²® 
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Please go for your dreams. Whatever your ideas, you can become whatever you want to become



EshÚº. Cx÷£õP ‘DÇzxnÄ® Á¢uuõP¨ 

£miÚ¨£õø» ’  £PºQÓx.  Cv¼¸¢x C¸ 

öŒ#vPÒ öu›QßÓÚ. JßÖ EnÄ ÁøPPÒ \[P 

Põ»zvÀ CÓUS©v¯õQ C¸UQßÓÚ. CßöÚõßÖ 

DÇzv¼¸¢x uªÇºP÷Í uªÇºPÐUS EnÄ HØÖ©v 

öŒ#v¸UP ÷Ásk®.

C»UQ¯®

J¸ ¤öµg_ ÷£µõ]›¯›h® ‘Gx C»UQ¯®’ GßÖ 

÷Pmh÷£õx Á¢u £vÀ: ‘|õmøh, ö©õÈø¯, 

©UPøÍ •ß÷Ú øÁzx öŒ#¯¨ ö£Ö® GÊzxUP÷Í 

uø»]Ó¢u C»UQ¯[PÒ’ Gß£÷u. uªÈÀ uªøÇ, 

©ÛuºPøÍ E¯ºzx® C»UQ¯[P÷Í AvP©õP 

C¸UQßÓÚ. BP÷Áuõß Auß BÐø© CßøÓ¯ 

ÂgbõÚ G¢vµ ÁõÌÂ¾® Fk¸Á •iQÓx. 

Kø»a _ÁiPÎ¼¸¢x C»UQ¯ ¡ÀPÒ •uß•u¼À 

Aa÷ŒÔ¯ Áµ»õØøÓU SÔ¨¤mk C¸UQÓõº. 

‘v¸USÓÒ ‰»£õh®’ GÝ® uø»¨¤À •uß•u¼À 

Q.¤.1812CÀ AaŒõÚ v¸USÓÒ £ØÔ²®, Auß 

•P¨¦ Amøh, PhÄÒ ÁõÌzx¨ £Sv CøÁPøÍ 

£hzxhÝ® C¢¡¼À £vÄ öŒ#xÒÍõº B]›¯º.

“Áõ]¨¦ ©ÛuøÚ §µn©õUS® ÷©ø»|õmiÀ 

÷|µ® QøhUS® ÷£õöuÀ»õ® ¡À £iUQÓõºPÒ. 

¡À £iUP¨ £iUP AÔÂß ÷ÁÀ Tºø©¯õS®. 

A¢u AÔøÁ¨ ö£ÖÁuØSz uõ#ö©õÈ uªÌ ªPªP 

AÁ]¯©õS®.”

v¸Áõ\Pzøu B[Q»zvÀ ö©õÈö£¯ºzu 

â.². ÷£õ¨ A¢¡¼ß •ßÝøµ°À GÊv¯øu 

C[÷P ö£õ¸zv¨ £õºUQ÷Óß. ‘ÁÇUöPõÈ¢x ©õsk 

÷£õÚ ö©õÈPÍõ¾®, £¯ßªP EÒÍx. Œõ®£¼ß 

uø»÷£õÀ AÁØÔß ußø© ÁõÌQßÓx. B°Ý®, 

CßÖ® ÁõÊ® £søh¯ ö©õÈP÷Í ]Ó¨¦ Eøh¯Ú. 

øÁµ® £õ#¢u A®©µ[PÎ¼¸¢x §UP C¸US® 

PÛPÒ GzuøÚ÷¯õ! GÚ÷Á, uªÇºPÒ u[PÒ ö©õÈ 

SÔzxU öPõskÒÍ uõÌÄ ©Ú¨£õßø©°øÚ 

JÈUP ÷Ásk®.’

uªÈøŒ

“12B® ¡ØÓõsk •uÀ ÷uõßÔ¯ \©ìQ¸u \[Ru 

¡ÀPÒ \[RuzvØS C»UPn® TÓ •¯ßÓõ¾® 

£ÇUPzvÀ EÒÍ CøŒ ©µ¤ØS® CÁºPÒ PØ¤zu 

C»UPnzvØS® öuõhº¤ßÔ CøŒ E»QÀ 

ö£¸® SÇ¨£[PÒ Esk £so Á¢xÒÍÚ. 

BP÷Á, CøŒ°ß Ai¨£øh C»UPnzøu 

|õi |® uªÈøŒ°ß ¤Ó¨¤hzvØSa öŒÀ» 

÷Ási¯ÁºPÒ BQ÷Óõ®” GßÖ CøŒ¨ ÷£µµ] 

hõUhº ÷Œ»® Gì. Âá¯»m_ª TÔ°¸UQÓõº. 

CÁ›ß P¸zøu EÖv öŒ#Áx÷£õÀ CøŒ¨ ÷£µÔbº 

Áõ._. ÷Põ©v\[Pµ#¯º ‘CøŒzuªÌ C»UPn 

ÂÍUP®’ GÝ® ¡¼À Cµshõ°µ® BskPÐUS 

•ß¦ ¦PÌö£ØÓ uªÌ|õmk¨ £sPÎß ]Ó¨ø£ 

Enº¢u Áh|õmk £siuº J¸Áº •¨£zuõÖ 

£sPøÍ²® Gkzx AÁØÔØS Áh ö©õÈ¨ ö£¯øµ 

Cmk¨ £µ¨¤ EÒÍõº. BÚõÀ Jß£x {Ó[PÎß 

(CµõP[PÒ) ö£¯ºPøÍ ©õØÓõ©À Âmhø©¯õÀ 

AøÁPÒ uªÈÀ C¸¨£÷u, AøÁ uªÈ¼¸¢x 

ö£¯º¢ux Gß£x EÖv¯õQÓx.

uõÁµÂ¯À:

JßÖ AÔÁx÷Á EØÖ AÔ÷Á

Cµsk AÔÁx÷Á Au÷Úõk |õ÷Á

‰ßÖ AÔÁx÷Á AÁØ÷Óõk ‰U÷P

|õßS AÔÁx÷Á AÁØ÷Óõk Ps÷n

I¢x AÔÁx÷Á AÁØ÷Óõk öŒÂ÷¯

BÖ AÔÁx÷Á AÁØ÷Óõk ©Ú÷Ú

÷|›vß Enº¢÷uõº ö|Ô¨£kzvÚ÷µ.

(öuõÀPõ¨¤¯® & ö£õ¸Ò & 1526)

uõÁµ[PÒ E°¸ÒÍøÁ GßÖ®, AÁØÖUS 

Kº AÔ÷Á EÒÍx GßÖ® •ß÷Úõi¯õPzuõß 

Psi¸UQÓõºPÒ. Ax ©mk©À»õ©À uõÁµ[PÐUS 

£À÷ÁÖ ÁøP¯õÚ Põµn¨ ö£¯ºPøÍ²® 

öPõkzv¸UQÓõºPÒ. AÁØÔÀ ©µ®, öŒi, öPõi, 

¦À, §sk Gß£Ú Ah[S®. CÁØøÓ²® uªÇÛß 

uõÁµ ÂgbõÚ® Põµnz÷uõk AÔÂ¯À £õºøÁ°À 

ÁøP¨£kzxQÓx.

BÀ, Aµ_, ÷Á®¦, Azv, ©õ, £»õ, ÁõøÇ, 

§Áµ\® (CßÝ® £») ÷£õßÓ ©µ[PÎß Cø»PÐUS 

©mk® ‘Cø»' GßÖ ö£¯º `mh¨£mkÒÍx. 

APzv, £\¼, ÁÀ»õøµ, •Ö[øP ÷£õßÓÁØÔß 

Cø» Cø»¯õPõ©À ‘Røµ’ BQßÓx. ©so÷» 

£hºQßÓ öPõiÁøP Cø»PÐUS¨ ‘§sk’ GßÖ 

ö£¯µõQÓx. AÖS, ÷Põøµ •u¼¯øÁPÎß Cø»PÒ 

‘¦À’ BQßÓÚ. ©ø»°÷» ÂøÍQßÓ E]ø» 

•u¼¯ÁØÔß Cø»PÐUS¨ ö£¯º ‘uøÇ.'

ö|À, ÁµS •u¼¯ÁØÔß Cø»PÒ ‘uõÒ’ BS®. 

\¨£õzv, PÒÎ, uõøÇ CÚ[PÎß Cø»PÐUS¨ 

ö£¯º ‘©hÀ.’ P¸®¦, |õnÀ •u¼¯ÁØÔß 

Cø»PÒ ‘÷uõøP’ GßÓõQßÓx. öußøÚ, P•S, 

£øÚ •u¼¯ÁØÔß Cø»PÒ ‘Kø»’ Gß÷Ó 

öŒõÀ»¨£kQßÓÚ. CÆÁõÖ uõÁµ[PÐUS ÁÇ[Q 

Á¸® öŒõØPÐUSÒ÷Í C»UPn® ©mk©À», 

uõÁµÂ¯À AÔÂ¯¾® Ah[Q C¸UQÓx.
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Believe your beliefs .. Doubt your doubts, if not you will … Doubt your beliefs.



Life races past at 100 mph and staying healthy and keeping fit 
can be an uphill struggle when you’re busy. Here are 10 tips 

that will help you to find time so that you can keep in tip-top shape.

1. The list
A great way to focus your time on the things you value, such as 
staying healthy and fit, is to create a list of everything you’d like 
to do in your free time, such as watching your favourite TV series 
or running.

Once you’ve got your list, number each activity in terms of 
how much of a priority it is for you, starting at number one and 
working your way down. At the end of this task you’ll have a list 
of the activities you value. Try to always fit in at least one of your 
top three priorities per day, even if it’s just for 15 minutes.

2. Less can be more
You do not always have to exercise for an hour to reap the benefits 
and as soon as you understand this you will be able to exercise more 
regularly, even when you have a jam-packed day. For example, you 
can do four minutes of kettle bell exercises, four minutes of abs 
work and two minutes of squats and lunges.

3. Learn some super quick recipes
Slaving over a hot oven is no fun, especially when you’ve had an 
awful day and arrive home late into the night. To make sure that 
on these days you don’t reach for unhealthy convenience foods 
learn some super quick recipes you can knock up in an instant. A 
turkey steak with a feta and beetroot salad is a healthy meal that can 
be knocked up in less than 10 minutes, as can vegetable frittatas.

4. Use the loudspeaker or your mobile
If you tend to be on the phone a lot, think about ways you can 
get active during these long calls. Getting out of the office and 
going for a walk somewhere quiet can be a great way to get some 
exercise without losing any concentration whilst on the phone, or 
even pacing in your office whilst on the phone can help keep you 
active and healthy. 

5. Optimum foods
When you’re busy your diet can suffer and vending machines, 
pizzas and takeaways can become too much of a regular occurrence. 
To make sure you’re getting the right nutrition make sure you 
always have a good stock of foods that deliver the maximum 
health benefits to hand. For example, tomatoes (good for your 
heart), spinach (good for your brain), blueberries (good for your 
cholesterol), salmon (good for weight loss) and pumpkin seeds 
(good for your memory) are hugely nutritious and will keep you full.

6. Pick a healthy hotel
A study published in the Journal of Occupational and Environmental 
Medicine found that people who travel away for work more than 20 
times per month were 1.92 times more likely to be obese and 2.61 

10 Health 
And Fitness 
Tips For 
Busy People 
times more likely to feel like they had poor to fair health than those 
workers who only travelled for six times per month. If you travel 
away from home for work try to book hotels with gyms, healthy 
menu options and when you are there avoid comfort eating and 
instead reward yourself in other ways.

7. Workout with your kids
If you watch your little ones running about you quickly realise 
that they’re better than any personal trainer. 

Playing with your kids, whether it’s on the trampoline, 
dancing around your living room or playing a big game of tag 
together is a great way to workout without realising it. Plus this way 
you don’t feel guilty about not spending enough time with them.

8. Relax
When you are chasing a day full of meetings with a busy evening 
your stress levels are probably sky-high and stress has a terrible 
impact on your health and wellbeing. Therefore one of the best 
things you can do to stay healthy and fit is to learn how to relax. 
If you don’t have time to meditate or take a hot bath, studies have 
found that even the anticipation of laughter can help us to relax 
and reduce stress levels in the body. So, take a look at some funny 
Youtube videos to help you unwind.

9. Supersets
On those occasions when you manage to carve a space in your 
busy schedule to exercise, make sure you are getting the most out 
of your workout by doing supersets.  Super-setting can cut your 
exercise time by 50 per cent because instead of having rest periods 
between sets, you do an alternative exercise that rests the muscles 
you’ve just trained and exercises the opposite one, before you begin 
your next set. For example, once you’ve worked on your stomach, 
work out your lower back.

10. Live an active lifestyle
If you struggle to find the time to get to the gym or to get to your 
dance class then incorporating exercise into your lifestyle might 
help you to stay healthy and fit even when your schedule is maxed. 
For example, carry your shopping home rather than getting a cab, 
do some gardening with your partner on your date night, or go 
swimming with a friend instead of meeting for coffee.
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Our prime purpose in this life is to help others, and if you can’t help them, at least don’t hurt them.
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Sri R. Kumaravelu, Managing Director Aqua Group of Companies handing over the ISO 9001-2015 Certificate 
to Sri K.K. Rajan, President SIEMA on 28th June 2018

Mementos to members of Technical Committee on 28th June 2018

Memento to Sri Rajendran, Sales Tax Consultant
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CoindiA ACTiviTies

Visit of SIDBI Officials, headed by Mr. Hamanshu Asthana 
Dy GM MSME Development Centre Mumbai to our Training 

Centre on 23rd June 2018

Discussion Meeting with Coimbatore Capital on 29th June 2018

A Session on Opportunities for Exports of Engineering Products with focus on Doing Business with Colombia & Philippines jointly 
organized by SIEMA & EEPC on 25th June 2018

5th R & D meet for Development of Industrial Valves on 8th June 2018

Mementos to members of Technical Committee on 28th June 2018



§÷»õP øÁSsh® GÚ¨ ÷£õØÓ¨£k® ÿµ[P® 

(v¸Áµ[P®), 108 øÁnÁz u»[PÐÒ 

•ußø©¯õÚx. øÁnÁºPÒ, ‘÷Põ°À’ AÀ»x 

‘ö£›¯ ÷Põ°À’ GßÖ SÔ¨¤mhõÀ Ax ÿµ[P® 

B»¯zøu÷¯ SÔUS®. BÌÁõºPÒ AøÚÁµõ¾® 

£õh¨ ö£ØÓ øÁnÁz u»® Cx ©mk÷©. ÿµ[P® 

B»¯® Aø©¢xÒÍ Chzvß £µ¨£ÍÄ _©õº 156 

HUPº.

E»Pzvß G¢u ‰ø»°À C¸¢x® v¸Áµ[P® 

C¸US® vøŒø¯ ÷|õUQ Án[QÚõ÷» ÷£õx®; C¢uz 

u»zxUS ÷|›À Á¢x, C[SÒÍ \¢vµ ¦èPµo°À 

}µõi v¸Áµ[PøÚ u›]zu £»ß QøhUS®.

J¸ •øÓ P[øP, PõÂ›, ¯•øÚ Em£h ¦so¯ 

|vU PßÛ¯ºPÒ, C©¯©ø» AiÁõµzvÀ ÂøÍ¯õiU 

öPõsi¸¢uÚº. A¨÷£õx Áõß©õºUP©õP öŒßÓ 

P¢uºÁß J¸Áß, CÁºPøÍ¨ £õºzx Án[QÚõß. 

Eh÷Ú, ‘P¢uºÁß Án[Q¯x ußøÚ÷¯!’ GßÖ 

|vU PßÛ¯º JÆöÁõ¸Á¸® u[PÐUSÒ ÁõvmhÚº. 

Cx Ãs ÂÁõu® GßÖnº¢u ]»º Â»QU öPõÒÍ 

PõÂ›²®, P[øP²® ©mk® ÂÁõu® öuõhº¢uÚº. 

•iøÁ öu›¢x öPõÒÍ v¸©õø» |õiÚº. AÁº, 

“P[øP Gß v¸¨£õuzvÀ ÷uõßÔ¯ÁÒ Bu»õÀ 

AÁ÷Í ö£›¯ÁÒ. P¢uºÁÛß ÁnUP® AÁøÍ÷¯ 

Œõ¸®!” GßÓõº. CuÚõÀ Á¸¢v¯ PõÂ›, uõß 

P[øPø¯ Âh ÷©ßø© {ø» ö£Ó ÷Ásk® GßÖ 

v¸©õø»U SÔzx uÁ® C¸¢uõÒ. AuÚõÀ ©QÌ¢u 

£PÁõß AÁÒ •ß ÷uõßÔ, “GvºPõ»zvÀ |õß 

Eß ©i°À \¯Û¨÷£ß. A¨÷£õx } P[øPUS 

÷©Ø£mhÁÍõÁõ#!” GßÓ¸ÎÚõº.

Auß£i÷¯ ¤ØPõ»zvÀ PõÂ›°ß ©zv°À J¸ 

wÄ®, \¢vµ ¦èPµo²®, AÚ¢u ¥h•® ÷uõßÔÚ. 

BØÖ }º `Ç ©zv°À Aø©¢xÒÍ £SvUS Aµ[P® 

GßÖ ö£¯º. Auß£i C¢u wÄ, C¸ BÖPÎß 

(PõÂ› ©ØÖ® öPõÒÎh®) ©zv°À C¸¨£uõ¾® 

»m_ª Phõm\zxhß vPÌÁuõ¾® ÿµ[P® AÀ»x 

v¸Áµ[P® GÚ¨ ö£¯º ö£ØÓx.

v¸Áµ[PzvÀ £õ²® PõÂ› |v, £µ© £u©õÚ 

ÿøÁSshzxUS öÁÎ÷¯ Kk® ‘Âµáõ’ |vUS 

J¨£õÚx.

ö£¯º, ÷Põ°À, ö£¸©õÒ, uõ¯õº, Fº, uÎøP, 

Áõz¯®, ©ØÖ® £»Põµ[PÒ AøÚzx® ‘ö£›¯x’ 
GßÖ HØÔa öŒõÀ»¨£k® ö£¸ø© C¢uz u»zxUS 

©mk÷© Esk.

C[SÒÍ ‰»Áº µ[P|õuº GßÖ® ö£›¯ ö£¸©õÒ 

GßÖ® v¸|õ©[PÒ Eøh¯Áº. EØ\Á ‰ºzv¯õÚ 

µ[Pµõáº, |®ö£¸©õÒ GßÖ® AÇQ¯ ©nÁõÍß 

C¢u ©õu v¸zu»®

GßÖ® ÷£õØÓ¨£kQÓõº. ÿµ[P®, |ÁUQµP[PÎÀ 

JßÓõÚ _UQµ @ñzvµ©õPÄ® P¸u¨£kQÓx.

Á»UøP v¸•iø¯z uõ[P, ChUøP 

©»º¨£õuzøu _miU Põmh öuØS •P©õP 

C»[øPø¯ ÷|õUQ¯£i A¸Ò £õ¼UQÓõº ‰»Áº 

ÿµ[P|õuº.

v¸Áµ[PzvÀ C¸US® ‘µ[P Â©õÚ®’ Bv°À 

uõÚõP÷Á E¸ÁõÚx. Cøua _ØÔ 24 Q.«. yµzxUSÒ 

G[÷P C¸¢uõ¾®, •Uv {a\¯®. C¢u Â©õÚ® 

ö£õßÚõÀ ÷Á¯¨£mk ‘K®’ GßQÓ ¤µnÁ ÁiÂÀ 

Aø©¢xÒÍx. C¢u u[P Â©õÚzvÀ EÒÍ £µÁõ_ 

÷uÁº, øP°À Qsnzxhß Põm]¯ÎUQÓõº. 

A¢uU Qsn® AÁ›ß Áõø¯ ÷|õUQ |Pº¢x 

öPõsi¸¨£uõPÄ®, Ax Áõ¯¸QÀ öŒßÖ ÷Œº¢uõÀ 

E»P® AÈ²® GßÖ® J¸ |®¤UøP {»ÄQÓx.

£[SÛ ©õu®, ÁÍº¤øÓ, \¨uª vv, \ÛUQÇø© 

AßÖ \¢vµß ÷µõQo°¾®, S¸ ÷µÁv°¾® 

C¸US®÷£õx v¸Áµ[Pß C[S Á¢x ÷Œº¢uõº.

£» B°µ® BskPÒ ¤µ®©õ ©PõÂèqøÁ 

÷|õUQz uÁ® C¸¢x, £õØPh¼¼¸¢x ö£Ó¨£mhx 

µ[P Â©õÚ®. |õßS ÷Áu[PøÍ²® ¤µ®©õ C¢u 

Â©õÚzvß •ß Kv°¸UQÓõº. µ[P Â©õÚzvÀ 

AºaŒõ ¹£©õP AÁu›zu ÿµ[P|õuøµ CñÁõS ©ßÚº 

uß S» öu#Á©õP A÷¯õzv°À øÁzx §øá öŒ#x 

Á¢uõº. CñÁõS Á®\ S»z ÷uõßÓ»õÚ µõ©¤µõß, 

^øuø¯ «mP EuÂ¯ Â¥ånÝUS µ[P|õuº 

ÂUQµPzøu £›ŒõP AÎzuõº. Â¥ånß C»[øPUS 

Gkzxa öŒÀ¾® ÁÈ°À uº© Áº©õ GßÝ® ÷ŒõÇ 

©ßÚÛß ÷Ásk÷PõÐUS Cn[P ‰ºzuzøu PõÂ› 

|v°ß Pøµ°À uß AµŒõÚ C»[øPø¯ ÷|õUQ A¸Ò 

u¸® •P©õP ¤µvèøh öŒ#uuõP µ[P ©Põzª¯® 

TÖQÓx.

uº©Áº©Ûß Põ»zxUS¨ ¤ÓS J¸ •øÓ 

PõÂ›°À öÁÒÍ® ö£¸UöPkzx Ki¯x. Auß 

Põµn©õP ÿµ[PzvÀ ÷Põ¦µ Ea] Áøµ ©nÀ 

÷©imk ‰i¯x. PõkPÒ EshõQ ÿµ[P® ÷Põ°¾®, 

Auß ¤µõPõµ[PÐ® ¦øu¢uÚ.

ÿµ[P® ÷Põ°À £ØÔ¯ ]» 

_Áõµì¯©õÚ uPÁÀPÒ C[÷P
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Don’t talk negatively about yourself, you may just start to believe it.



J¸ |õÒ ÷ŒõÇ ©ßÚß J¸Áß ÷Ámøh¯õh Á¢x, 

J¸ ©µzvß Ai°À K#öÁkzuõß. A¨÷£õx ©µzvß 

÷©÷» C¸¢x J¸ QÎ, ÿµ[P Â©õÚzøu¨ £ØÔ²® 

µ[P|õu¨ ö£¸©õøÍ¨ £ØÔ²® (ì÷»õP©õPa) 

öŒõßÚx.

AøuU ÷Pmk Â¯¢u ©ßÚß BmPøÍU öPõsk 

A[÷P ÷uõsi¨ £õºzuõß. £»ÛÀø». AßÔµÄ 

AÁß PÚÂÀ v¸Áµ[Pº Põm] öPõkzx, uõß A[÷P 

§ª°À ¦øu²sk Qh¨£øu AÔÂzuõº. Aµ[Pß 

öŒõßÚøu AÔ¢u Aµ\ß Põmøh AÈzx, ©nø» 

}UQÚõß. ÷Põ°À öÁÎ¨£mhx. v¸Ãv Em£h 

AøÚzøu²® •u¼À C¸¢u£i÷¯ {º©õozuõß. 

uß {øÚÄa ]ßÚ©õPU ‘QÎ’ ©sh£zøuU Pmi, 

v¸¨£oPÒ £»ÁØøÓ²® öŒ#uõß. QÎø¯U Psk 

Auß ÁõUQß ‰»® CøÓ¯¸Ò ö£ØÓ C¢u ©ßÚß 

‘QÎa÷ŒõÇß’ GÚ¨£mhõß.

ÿµ[P Â©õÚzvß öÁÎ°À ÂU÷Ú_Áµº C¸¢x 

PõÁÀ ¦›QÓõº. RÌ¨£UPzvÀ ©Põ ÂèqÂß ÷¯õP 

©õø¯¯õÚ xºøP C¸UQÓõÒ. ÿµ[P Â©õÚzxÒ÷Í 

Bv÷Œåß «x £ÒÎ öPõsi¸UQÓõº ÿµ[P|õuº.

B»¯zvÀ EÒÍ ÷Põ¦µ[PÒ 21. v¸Áµ[Pz 

v¸zu»® £ØÔ AP|õÞÖ, ¦Ó|õÞÖ ©ØÖ® 

]»¨£vPõµzvÀ SÔ¨¤h¨£mkÒÍx.

Q.¤. 6&B® ¡ØÓõsk •uÀ 9&B® ¡ØÓõsk 

Áøµ £À»Á Aµ\ºPÒ, 10&B® ¡ØÓõsiÀ ÷ŒõÇ 

Aµ\ºPÒ, Q.¤.1223&25&À P¼[P Aµ\ºPÒ, 1225&À 

©õÓÁº©ß _¢uµ £õsi¯ß, 14&B® ¡ØÓõsiÀ 

öíõ#ŒõÍ ©ßÚºPÒ, 17&B® ¡ØÓõsk ©ØÖ® 

18&B® ¡Ø ÓõskPÎÀ Âá¯|Pµ µõáõ ©ØÖ® 

©xøµ |õ¯UPº, ugøŒ |õ¯UPºPÒ •u»õ÷Úõº C¢uU 

÷Põ°¼ß _ÁºPÒ ©ØÖ® ÷Põ¦µ[PøÍU Pmi²®, 

£Êx£õºzx® Á¢xÒÍÚº!

Aµ[P|õuøµa _ØÔ C¸US® HÊ (é¨u) 

¤µõPõµ[PÐ® HÊ (é¨u) ÷»õP[PÍõPU P¸u¨ 

£kQßÓÚ. ö£õxÁõP B»¯®, Aøua _ØÔ µu ÃvPÒ 

GÚ J¸ |Pµ® Aø©¢v¸US®. BÚõÀ, ÃvP÷Í 

¤µõPõµ[PÍõP, |Pøµ uÚUSÒ öPõsi¸US® B»¯® 

Cx.

7&B® ¤µõPõµ® ©õh ©õÎøP ¤µum\n® 

GÚ¨£kQÓx. C¢u ¤µõPõµzvß öuØS Áõ°»õP C¸¢u 

ö©õmøh ÷Põ¦µ® A÷Põ¤» ©h® 44&Áx £mh® 

AÇQ¯ ][Pº ã¯µõÀ Pmh¨£mhx. C¢u ÷Põ¦µzvß 

E¯µ® 236 Ai. E»Q÷»÷¯ AvP E¯µ©õÚx.

7&Áx ¤µõPõµzvÀ Âá¯ |Pµ \©ìuõÚ 

Aµs©øÚ C¸¢ux. 16&B® ¡ØÓõsiÀ Aa_

uµõ¯º, v¸ÁÚ¢u¦µzvß «x £øhö¯kzu÷£õx, 

C¢u Aµs©øÚø¯U PmiÚõº. A¨÷£õx uß 

ø©zxÚøÚ¨ £øhPÐhß v¸ÁÚ¢u¦µ® 

AÝ¨¤Úõº. AÁß öÁØÔ²hß v¸®¦® Áøµ 

ÿµ[Pzv÷»÷¯ u[Q C¸¢uõº Aa_uµõ¯º. J¸ •øÓ 

Q¸èn á¯¢v EØ\Ázvß ÷£õx ÿµ[P |õuÝ®, 

Q¸èn £µ©õz©õÄ® v¸ÃvÄ»õÁõP GÊ¢u¸ÎÚº. 

uÚx Aµs©øÚUS •ßÚõÀ ìÁõªUS Kº E£¯® 

HØ£kzvÚõº Aa_uµõ¯º. AuØPõP HµõÍ©õÚ 

©õÛ¯[PøÍ HØ£kzvÚõº. A¢u E£¯® CßÖ® 

öuõhºQÓx. (Aµs©øÚ C¸¢u ChzvÀ ¤ßÚº 

‘Áõo Â»õì ¤µì’ öŒ¯À£mhx. HµõÍ©õÚ bõÚ 

¡ÀPøÍ öÁÎ°mh A¢u Aa\P® C¨÷£õx A[S 

CÀø». A[S Aa_u¨£º HØ£kzv øÁzu E£¯® 

CßÖ® |hUQÓx).

ÿµ[Pzvß \¢vµ ¦èPµoø¯a _ØÔ Auß 

A[P©õP öuØ÷P&A_Á wºzu®, öuß QÇUQÀ&á®¦ 

wºzu®, QÇU÷P&¤ÀÁz wºzu®, Áh÷©Ø÷P&ÁSÍ 

wºzu®, ÁhU÷P&Pu®£ wºzu®, ÁhQÇUQÀ&B®µ 

wºzu®, ÷©Ø÷P&¦ßÚõP wºzu®, öuß÷©Ø÷P& 

£»õ\ wºzu® BQ¯ Gmk wºzu[PÒ EÒÍuõPa 

öŒõÀ»¨£kQÓx.

¡ØÖUPnPõÚ \¢{vPÒ EÒÍ C¢u B»¯zvÀ 

÷Põush µõ©º, £µ©£u|õuº, ö£›¯ Ãµ Bg\÷|¯º 

\¢{vPÒ ]Ó¨£õÚøÁ.

uõ¯õº \¢{vUS öŒÀ¾® ÁÈ°À Aµ[PÝU÷P 

øÁzv¯® öŒ#²® Âu©õP ÿ©¢ |õµõ¯n÷Ú 

ußÁ¢v›¯õPU Põm]¯ÎUQÓõº. øP°À Amøh¨ 

§a], Aªºu P»\® CÁØÖhß u›\Ú® u¸® CÁøµ 

ÁÈ£mhõÀ wµõu ÷|õ²® w¸QÓx.

Œõuõµn©õP GÀ»õa \¢{vPÎß ÷©¾® Â©õÚ® 

Aø©¨£x ©µ¦. BÚõÀ ußÁ¢v› øÁzv¯µõP 

C¸¨£uõÀ ÷|õ¯õÎPÒ, Â¯õv¯ìuºPÒ AÁ›h® 

Á¸ÁõºPÒ Gß£uõÀ BP© ÂvPÎß£i AÁº \¢{vUS 

÷©À Â©õÚ® Pmh¨£hÂÀø».

EÒ BshõÒ \¢{vUS A¸Q¾® ÷Áq÷Põ£õ»º 

\¢{v ©sh£zv¾® AÇQ¯ ]Ø£[PÒ £» Põm] 

AÎUQßÓÚ. øÁnÁ BaŒõº¯º¯µõÚ ìÁõª ÷Áuõ¢u 

÷u]Pß \¢{v uÛ B»¯©õPz uõ¯õº ÷Põ°À A¸÷P 

Aø©¢xÒÍx.

C[SÒÍ P¸h £PÁõß ªP¨ ö£›¯ E¸Ázxhß 

Tøµø¯ •mi¯ÁõÖ A©º¢xÒÍõº.

P®£ µõ©õ¯n® Aµ[÷PÔ¯÷£õx Aøu 

A[RP›US® Âu©õP ]µzøu AøŒzx Auß 

ö£¸ø©ø¯ E»SUS GkzxU Põmi¯Áº ÿµ[PzvÀ 

A¸Ò£õ¼US® ÷©mk AÇQ¯ ][Pº.

•ßöÚõ¸ Põ»zvÀ Á[PõÍ Aµ\ß ö£¸® 

öŒÀÁzøu µ[P|õu¸USU PõoUøP¯õP AÎzuõß. 

µ[P|õuº AÁØøÓ ö£ØÖU öPõÒÍõuuõÀ A¢u uÚ® 

Áõ\¼÷»÷¯ øÁUP¨£mhx. Aøu ÁhUQ¼¸¢x 

Á¢u B›¯ºPÒ PõÁÀ PõzuÚº. AuÚõÀ A¢u Áõ\À 

Bº¯£hõÒ Áõ\À GßÖ AøÇUP¨£kQÓx.

£õsi¯ ©ßÚºPÎÀ ]Ó¢uÁÚõÚ _¢uµ 

£õsi¯ß PõoUøP¯õP AÎzu QŸh® £õsi¯ß 

öPõsøh GßÖ CßÖ® ]Ó¨£õP |®ö£¸©õÐUS 

AoÂUP¨£kQÓx.

øÁnÁ A¢unºPÎÀ Aøµ¯º Gß£ÁºPÒ 

£µ®£øµ £µ®£øµ¯õP |®ö£¸©õÒ •ß¦ |õ»õ°µ 

vÆ¯¨¤µ£¢u £õhÀPøÍ CøŒzx AuØ÷PØ£ |hÚ® 

öŒ#ÁõºPÒ. AuØS Aøµ¯º ÷ŒøÁ GßÖ ö£¯º.

ÿµ[P® B»¯zvß {ºÁõP®, ÷Põ°ö»õÊS 

BQ¯ÁØøÓ ^º¨£kzv¯ ö£¸ø© øÁnÁ 
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Don’t cheat the world of your contribution. Give it all you’ve got.



BaŒõº¯µõÚ µõ©õÝáøµ÷¯ Œõ¸®. 120 BskPÒ 

ÁõÌ¢x øÁnÁ \®¤µuõ¯zxUSz öuõsk ¦›¢u 

µõ©õÝáº Q.¤ 1137&B® BsiÀ ÿµ[PzvÀ 

£µ©£u® Aøh¢uõº.

ÿ µõ©õÝáº uß Eh÷»õk \¢{v öPõshx 

C[Suõß. C[S ÿµõ©õÝáº £z©õ\Ú ÷Põ»zvÀ 

u›\Ú® u¸QÓõº. CßÖ® AÁµx ]øP ©ØÖ® |P[PÒ 

u›\Ú® öŒ#¯U QøhUQßÓÚ. Á¸hzxUS C¸ 

•øÓ £aøŒ PØ§µ®, S[S©¨ § ÷£õßÓøÁ ÂÊuõP 

Aøµzx AÁ¸US¨ £ØÓõP Eh¼À §\¨£kQßÓÚ.

BÌÁõºPÎÀ öuõshµi¨ ö£õi¯õÌÁõº, v¸¨ 

£õnõÌÁõº BQ÷¯õº C[S ©mk÷© öuõsk ¦›¢x 

ÁõÌ¢uÁºPÒ.

|õu¨¤µ®©® v¯õPµõá ìÁõªPÒ ÿµ[P|õuøµ 

u›]zx AÁº ÷©À RºzuøÚPÒ £õi²ÒÍõº.

Q.¤. 1331&À ©õ¼UPõ§º £øh ö¯k¨¤ß÷£õx 

Aµ[Pß ÂUQµP® £UuºPÍõÀ öÁÎ÷¯ Gkzxa 

öŒÀ»¨ £mhx. Aµ[Pß v¸®£Ä® ÿµ[P® Á¢x 

÷Œº¢ux 1371&B® Bsk.

v¸Áµ[PÛß ÂUQµP®, Cµsk Á¸h[PÒ 

öhÀ¼°À C¸¢uuõP Áµ»õÖ. A¨÷£õx Aµ[PÛß 

AÇQÀ ©¯[Q AÁÝUPõPz uß E°øµ÷¯ öPõkzu 

vÀ¼ _ÀuõÛß ©PÐUPõP B»¯zvÀ Kº Ch® 

AÎzxÒÍõºPÒ. x¾UP |õa]¯õº GßÓ ö£¯µõÀ 

AøÇUP¨£k® AÁÐUPõP Aµ[Pß, öµõmi, 

öÁsön#, £¸¨¦, Qa\i BQ¯ Áh C¢v¯ EnÄ 

ÁøPPøÍ ø|÷Ázv¯©õP HØQÓõº.

C[S Ezvøµ Ãv°À Cµsk ¤µ®÷©õØ\Á[PÒ 

]zvøµ Ãv°À C¸ ¤µ®÷©õØ\Á[PÒ GÚ Á¸hzvÀ 

|õßS ¤µ®÷©õz\Á[PÒ |øhö£ÖQßÓÚ.

Bsk ÷uõÖ® øÁSsh HPõu] AßÖ µzÚõ[Q 

Ao¢x E»õ Á¸® |®ö£¸©õøÍ, £i uõshõu 

uõ¯õº uÚx ÷Põ°¼¼¸¢x I¢x SÈPÎ¾® uß I¢x 

ÂµÀPøÍ øÁzx ‰ßÖ Áõ°ÀPÒ ÁÈ¯õPU Psk 

©QÌÁõµõ®. AøuU SÔUS® Âu©õP uõ¯õº öŒÀ¾® 

ÁÈ°À I¢x SÈPÒ uøµ°À EÒÍÚ.

øÁSsh HPõu] AßÖ ‰»Áº, uŒõÁuõµ® 

]zv›UP¨£mh •zu[Q Ao¢x Põm] u¸QÓõº

C[S J¸ Á¸hzvÀ 114 |õmPÒ ÂÇõ 

öPõshõh¨£kQÓx.

GÀ»õ¨ ö£¸©õÒ ÷Põ°ÀPÎ¾® ‰»Á¸US 

BÛ ä÷¯èhõ¤÷åPzußÖ ©mk÷© øu»U Põ¨¦ 

Œõzu¨£k®. BÚõÀ, ÿµ[PzvÀ ©mk® Czxhß Th 

BÁo £Âz÷µõØ\Ázvß CÖv |õÎ¾® øu»UPõ¨¦ 

Œõzu¨£k®. GÚ÷Á, ÿµ[P |õu¸US ©mk® C¸ 

•øÓ øu»UPõ¨¦.

ÿµ[P® ÷Põ°¼À ¦øu²sh ¯õøÚ ]ø»!

S®£õ¤÷åPzvØPõP ÿµ[P® µ[P|õuº ÷Põ°¼À 

]» ©õu[PÍõP ÷Põ°ø» ¦x¨¤US® £o |øhö£ØÖ 

Á¢ux. CvÀ öuõÀ¼¯À xøÓ²® Cøn¢x 

öŒ¯À£mk Á¢ux .

÷Põ°À ÷Põ¦µ[PÐUS Ásn® §_Áx, ÷Põ°À 

]Ø£[PÒ, ©sh£[PøÍ ¦x¨¤¨£x GÚ ÷Áø»PÒ 

|øhö£ØÓÚ. C¢{ø»°À ÷Põ°¼À £» Ch[PÒ 

_©õº HÊ AiUS® ÷©»õP ©snõÀ ‰h¨£mk 

C¸¢ux.

AøÚzøu²® öuõÀ¼°À xøÓ°ß xøn÷¯õk 

ÿµ[P|õuº ÷Põ°À A¨¦Ó¨£kzv²ÒÍÚº. A¨÷£õx 

©soÀ ¦øu²sh ¯õøÚ ]ø», ÷uº ]Ø£[PÎÀ 

÷u›ß \UPµ[PÒ GÚ £» ]Ø£[PÒ öÁÎÁ¢v¸UQßÓÚ.
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Basic Types 
of Water 
Defined

2. Softened Water. Water which is optimum for bathing, shampooing, 
personal grooming, laundering and dishwashing. Since many of 
these uses demand hot water, fully softened water produces better 
results with minimum soap and detergent usage, and, in addition, 
provides conservation of energy required for water heating. If water 
is not softened and contains many minerals such as calcium and 
magnesium, it is considered hard water. 

3. Hard Water. Hard water causes many problems throughout the 
home by leaving scaling on water appliances. Over time when scale 
becomes thicker and thicker the appliance will use more energy to 
heat up because of the thick scale build up. 

 This is why softened water is recommended to prolong the life of 
many appliances in the home. Hard water leaves spots on dishes 
and leaves bathtubs with film and soap scum. Have you ever noticed 
when the sprinklers hit your car it leaves very noticeable spots? This 
is because it is very hard water that has not been treated.

Soft Water	 –	 Less	 than	1	gpg	 (grain	 per	 gallon)

Slightly Hard –	 1-3.5	gpg

Moderately Hard	 –	 3.5	 -	 7	 gpg

Very Hard	 –	 7-10	gpg

Extremely Hard	 	 –	 Over	 10	gpg

In general, water for drinking and cooking should be wholesome. It 
should be both potable and palatable. It must be bacteriologically and 
chemically safe for drinking and be good tasting. It should be clear, 
colorless, and have no unpleasant taste or odor.

In	our	present-day	world,	we	need	at	 least	 three	basic	 types	of	water	 of	
somewhat different quality, depending on the requirements of each use:

1. Utility Water. Water which is suitable for use in sanitation and 
lawn sprinkling; adequate in quantity, bacteriologically safe, but not 
necessarily treated to the highest quality. Each city has different 
regulations for what is in their utility water. Utility water comes from 
your cities water source which means you will also have to pay 
a water bill. Homeowners often purify their utility water to remove 
contaminants and make it more suitable for drinking water.

Whatever you do in life, surround yourself with smart people who will argue with you
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The average human body carries ten 
times more bacterial cells than  
human cells

It’s funny how we compulsively wash our hands, spray our 
countertops and grimace when someone sneezes near us, when, 
in fact, each and every one of us is a walking petri dish! All the 
bacteria living inside you could fill a half-gallon jug — there 
are 10 times more bacterial cells in your body than human cells, 
according to Carolyn Bohach, a microbiologist at the University 
of Idaho. Don’t worry, though: most of these bacteria are helpful. 
In fact, we couldn’t survive without them.

For example, bacteria produce chemicals that help us harness 
energy and nutrients from our food. Germ-free rodents have 
to consume nearly a third more calories than normal rodents to 
maintain their body weight, and when the same animals were 
later given a dose of bacteria, their body fat levels spiked despite 
the fact that they didn’t eat any more than they had before. 
Gut bacteria is also very important for maintaining immunity. 

It takes a photon up to 40,000 years to 
travel from the core of the sun to its 
surface, but only 8 minutes to travel the 
rest of the way to Earth
A photon travels, on average, a particular distance before being 
briefly absorbed and released by an atom, which scatters it in 
a new random direction. To travel from the sun’s core to the 
sun’s surface (696,000 kilometers) so it can escape into space, 
a photon needs to make a huge number of drunken jumps.

The calculation is a little tricky, but the conclusion is that a 
photon takes many thousands and many millions of years to 
drunkenly wander to the surface of the Sun. In a way, some of 
the light that reaches us today is energy produced millions of 
years ago. Amazing!

There are 8 times as many atoms 
in a teaspoonful of water as there are 
teaspoonfuls of water in the Atlantic ocean

A teaspoon of water (about 5 ml) contains 2×1023 water 
molecules, but each water molecule is comprised of 3 atoms: 
two hydrogen atoms and one of oxygen. Moreover, if you’d 
laid down end to end each water molecule from a teaspoon 
down end to end, you’d end up with a length of 50 billion 
km — 10 times the width of our solar system.

S SC C CI E E AF TN

Find something you’re passionate about and keep tremendously interested in it
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Is there a simple way to check the 
alignment of flexible couplings on a 
pump? 
The necessary tools used for checking the alignment 
of a flexible coupling are a straightedge and a taper 
gauge or a set of feeler gauges. The faces of the 
coupling halves should be spaced far enough apart 
so that they cannot strike each other when the driver 
rotor is moved axially toward the pump as far as it 
will go. A minimum dimension for the separation 
of the coupling halves and misalignment limits are 
specified by the manufacturer.

Proceed with checks for angular and parallel 
alignment by the following method only if the face 
and outside diameters of the coupling halves are 
square and concentric with the coupling bores. A 
check for angular alignment is made by inserting the 
taper gauge or feelers between the coupling faces at 
90° intervals (see Figure A.4).

The unit will be in angular alignment when the 
measurements show that the coupling faces are the 
same distance apart at all points. A check for parallel 
alignment is made by placing a straightedge across 
both coupling rims at the top, bottom, and at both 

sides. The unit will be in parallel alignment when 
the straightedge rests evenly across both coupling 
rims at all positions (see Figure A.5).

 Allowance may be necessary for coupling halves 
that are not of the same outside diameter. Angular 
and parallel misalignments are corrected by means 
of shims under the motor mounting feet. After each 
change, it is necessary to recheck the alignment. 
Adjustment in one direction may disturb adjustments 
already made in another direction. The user is 
encouraged to start with shims under all motor 
feet so it can be raised or lowered during initial or 
subsequent aligning procedures. 

When units are aligned cold, it may be necessary to 
make allowance for the vertical rise of the driver and/
or pump caused by heating or to verify alignment 
at operating temperature. Refer to instructions 
supplied by pump manufacturer for specific 
alignment requirements. Other popular alignment 
methods include dial indicator alignment and laser 
alignment.  Procedures for spacer couplings, limited 
end float couplings, and gear type couplings are 
similar but may require additional steps.   

Pump FAQ

Fig A.4 – Checking angular alignment Fig A.5 – Checking parallel alignment

Courtesy: Hydralic Institute



SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE 
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES) 

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology. 

We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of 

 “WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY” 

We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like, 

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

• All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

• We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.

For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473. 

Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com
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What does pH mean for water? Basically, the pH value is 
a good indicator of whether water is hard or soft. The 

pH of pure water is 7. In general, water with a pH lower 
than 7 is considered acidic, and with a pH greater than 7 is 
considered basic. The normal range for pH in surface water 
systems is 6.5 to 8.5, and the pH range for groundwater 
systems is between 6 to 8.5. Alkalinity is a measure of the 
capacity of the water to resist a change in pH that would 
tend to make the water more acidic. The measurement of 
alkalinity and pH is needed to determine the corrosiveness 
of the water. 

In general, water with a pH < 6.5 could be acidic, soft, 
and corrosive. Acidic water could contain metal ions such 
as iron, manganese, copper, lead, and zinc. In other words, 
acidic water contains elevated levels of toxic metals. Acidic 
water can cause premature damage to metal piping, and have 
associated aesthetic problems such as a metallic or sour taste. 
It can also stain laundry and cause "blue-green" color staining 
on sinks and drains. More importantly, there are health risks 
associated with these toxins. The primary way to treat the 
problem of low pH water is with the use of a neutralizer. 
The neutralizer feeds a solution into the water to prevent the 
water from reacting with the household plumbing or from 
contributing to electrolytic corrosion. A typical neutralizing 
chemical is soda ash. Also known as sodium carbonate, soda 
ash works to increase the sodium content which increases 
pH. Water with a pH > 8.5 could indicate that the water is 
hard. Hard water does not pose a health risk, but can also 
cause aesthetic problems. These problems include an alkali 
taste to the water (making that morning coffee taste bitter!), 
formation of scale deposits on dishes, utensils, and laundry 
basins, difficulty in getting soaps and detergents to lather, 
and the formation of insoluble precipitates on clothing.

According to a Wilkes University study, the association 
of pH with atmospheric gases and temperature is the primary 
reason why water samples should be tested on a regular 
basis. The study says that the pH value of the water is not a 
measure of the strength of the acidic or basic solution, and 
alone cannot provide a full picture of the characteristics or 
limitations with the water supply.

While the ideal pH level of drinking water should be 
between 6-8.5, the human body maintains pH equilibrium 
on a constant basis and will not be affected by water 
consumption. For example, our stomachs have a naturally 
low pH level of 2 which is a beneficial acidity that helps us 
with food digestion.

Remember the time in 4th grade science class when 
you did that experiment with litmus paper and it turned 
red when you put it on a lemon and blue in soapy water? 
That was probably your first experiment into the wondrous 
science of pH.

The indicator for acidity, alkalinity, or basic is known as 
the pH value. A pH value of 7 means a substance is neutral. 
The lower value indicates acidity, and a higher value is a sign 
of alkalinity. To better understand the range in pH, take a 
look at these examples.

l Apple Juice - 3 
l Orange Juice - 3.5 
l Coffee - 5.5 
l Milk - 6.2 
l Baking Soda - 8.5 
l Soapy water - 10
l Bleach – 12

In addition, many of the foods we eat contain an 
acidic pH because of their bacteria killing functions.

pH &
Water

God DID NOT give you the strength to get back on your feet so that you can run back to the same thing that knocked you!  
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Afternoon (2/7/18)

Trinity Mirror (2/7/18)

The New Indian Express (30/6/18)
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COINDIA MODERN TOOL ROOM
Address: S.F.No.771/88-Part, E&E Industrial Estate, 

Civil Aerodrome Post, Coimbatore - 641 014. www.coindia.in

Invites Order to Make

A. Plastic injection moulds

B. Pressure die casting

C. Press Tools

D. Jigs & Fixture

Invites Job Work for

A. 5-Axis machining
B. Wire cutting
C. EDM Sparking
D. Vertical Turning Centre (VTL)

Contact

S. Sathiyaraj
Manager - Tool Room 
Production@coindia.in 

Ph: 09677729001 
0422-4270797, 4399161



I. REDUCTION OF PF ADMIN CHARGES 
FROM 0.65 % TO 0.50% & CHANGES IN 
PMRPY
Reduction of PF Admin Charges from 0.65 % 
to 0.50%  the said reduction is effective from 
1st June 2018 subject to a minimum sum of 
seventy-five rupees per month for every non-
functional establishment having no contributory 
member and five hundred rupees per month per 
establishment for other establishments.
Download:- Reduction of PF Admin Charges
Now the total challan amount  will be 
Ac No. 1  :-    12+3.67%
Ac No 10 :-  8.33%
Ac No 2 :-       0.5%
Ac No 21:-     0.5%
Ac No 22:-     Nil........
Total contribution will be 25 %, For textiles 
industry registered PMRPY Scheme employer 
contribution is 1% for first three years, other 
industry employer contribution is 4.67% for first 
three years.....

II. LIABILITY & RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
CONTRACTOR AND THE PRINCIPAL 
EMPLOYER
a) THE DEFINITION OF AN EMPLOYEE:
The Definition of an Employee under Section 
2 (f) of the Employees Provident Funds and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 means any 
person  who is employed for wages in any kind 
of work, manual or otherwise, in or in connection 
with the work of an establishment, and who 
gets his wages directly or indirectly from the 
employer and includes any person employed 
by or through a contractor or in connection with 
the work of the establishment.

b) PRINCIPAL EMPLOYER IS LIABLE:
While relying upon the definition of Employee 
under Section 2(f) of the Act read with para 
30 of the Employees Provident Fund Scheme, 

the  provident fund authorities always insist 
upon the principal employers to ensure that the 
contractors as engaged must pay the provident 
fund contributions and in case of non-payment, 
the principal employers are held liable.  The 
Provident Fund Act was enacted in 1952  
when there is no provident fund Act and have 
independent code number.

c) CONDITIONS FOR PF ALLOTMENT TO 
THE CONTRACTOR:
In this  context, it is pertinent to mention that the 
code number to every establishment including 
contractor is granted by the EPFO by complying 
with the following amongst other :

CONDITIONS
1. Application Proforma for Coverage duly 

complete (on Company Letter Head) 
2. Copy of Memorandum / Partnership Deed 

etc., whatever applicable.
3. List of present Employees with Salary 

break-up details and dates of appointment 
and parentage etc.

4. Chart showing number of employees, 
monthwise from the date of start of business

5. Chart showing number of employees, 
monthwise, engaged through contractor(s)

6. Date of commencement of business
7. Copy of first invoice, if any
8. List of Directors / Partners, i.e., Names, 

parentage, addresses, etc.
9. Proof of residences of Directors
10. Identification document of Directors
11. Particulars of the Bank Account of the 

Company
12. One Blank cancelled cheque leaf
13. Pan number of the Company
14. Pan number of Directors/Partners/Proprietor
15. Proof of Ownership/tenancy etc., of the 

premises
16. Board Resolution/Authority
17. Copy of Aadhar Card (though  not required 

LEGAL/LABOUR 
LAW NEWS

M.R. ManohaRan, M.A.,B.L.,M.B.A,
 AdvocAte 

LABour LAw consuLtAnt
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immediately but start obtaining from 
employee)

d) THE PRINCIPAL EMPLOYER WILL NOT 
SUPERVISE THE CONTRACT WORKMEN:
The Scheme of the Contract Labour (Regulation 
& Abolition) Act  stipulates that the principal 
employer will not be supervising the workers 
of the contractor otherwise the contract labour 
system will be rendered as sham, ruse and 
camouflage as held in Steel Authority of India 
Ltd Vs. National Union Water Front Workers, 
2001 LLR 961 (SC)

e) EMPLOYER – EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP:
In Pradeep Kumar vs. Preceding Officer and 
another, 2015, LLR 726, the Punjab and Haryana 
High Court has held that Employer-Employee 
Relationship in respect of principal employer 
would not exist if the contract, engaged in 
supply of man power, is having a valid licence 
under the Contract Labour (Regulation and 
Abolition) Act, 1970 records of payment of 
wages and attendance show payments made by 
the Contractor, EPF Employee Code Number 
allotted to the Workman is through the firm of 
the Contractor.

f) PRINCIPAL EMPLOYER DO EVERYTHING:
In Group 4 Securitas Guarding Ltd and Another 
Vs. Employees’ Provident Fund Appellate 
Tribunal & Ors., 2012 LLR 22, the Delhi High 
Court has held that where the contractor, being 
employer providing services of manpower, is 
having control over the personnel being supplied 
by him to the establishment by allowing the 
principal employer by way of issuance of 
appointment letters, making payment of wages 
and other allowances, taking disciplinary 
actions, affecting their placement, transfer and 
termination of services, the relationship between 
such a contractor and the establishment where 
the manpower is supplied by him would be of 
‘principal to principal’ and not that of employer 
contractor.

g) CONTRACTOR WITH PF CODE:
In the Madurai District Central Co-operative 
bank Ltd. rep. by its Special officer Vs. 
Employees Provident Fund Organisation, 2012 
LLR 702, the Madras High Court has held that 
when a separate code number was allotted, the 
employees of the contractor by no stretch of 
imagination can be treated to be employees 

of the principal employer.  After hearing the 
arguments on behalf of the parties (Employees 
provident Fund organization as respondent), 
the Court held as under:

“With respect to the contractors, who are 
registered with the Provident Fund Department, 
having the independent code number, they are 
to be treated as “Independent Employer”.  The 
Petitioner, therefore cannot be treated to be 

“principal employer” for the purposes of those 
contractors.

h) PF SEPARATE CODE TO CONTRACTOR, 
PRINCIPAL EMPLOYER IS NOT 
RESPONSIBLE:
In Brakes India Ltd (Brakes Division), Sholinghur 
631 102, rep. by its Vice President (pers. & Hrd) 
Vs. Employees Provident Fund Organisation, 
Vellore rep. by its Regional Provident Funds 
Organisation, 2015 LLR 635, the Madras High 
Court buttressed the same point in holding that 
the Employees Provident Fund Authority is 
not entitled to recover either Provident Fund 
Contribution or damages from the principal 
employer in respect of employees engaged 
through Contractors, registered with the PF 
department, having independent code number.  
The Hon’bleCourt concluded :

“In the case on hand, the Contractor was allotted 
with EPF allotment Number vide No.TN/
VLR/38789/SDC.2013 in the year 2003 itself.  As 
per the ratio down in the judgement of this Court, 
the Contractor viz., Mr. A. Govindaraj should be 
treated as an independent employer”.

i) CONTRACTOR NO PF SEPARATE CODE, 
PRINCIPAL EMPLOYER IS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR PF:
In Calcutta Constructions Company Vs Regional 
Provident Fund Commissioner and Ors. 2015 
LLR 1023 the Punjab & Haryana High Court 
has held that so long so the code number is 
not allotted to the contract it is the liability of 
the establishment to pay the provident fund 
on account of the employees employed by the 
contractor and thus in essence, it is the liability 
of the establishment to pay and not that of the 
contractor to pay contribution.  Reference has 
also been made to Para 30 of the Scheme inter 
alia stating that “the pith and substance of the 
language of para 30 ex facie reveal that it is the 
employer who has to make the contribution at 
the first instance.  This Court also had an occasion 
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to deal with this situation in the judgement in 
Regional Provident Fund Commissioner vs. M/s 
Ropar Thermal Plant (GGSTP) PSEB’s 2013 LLR 
243 where the contractor had not been given the 
code number.   It is till such time till the code 
number was not allotted it is the establishment 
who shall pay.  In all the above cases, before the 
Supreme Court and High Courts, the Regional 
Provident Fund Commissioners have been 
parties to the appeal or the writ petitioner and 
as such the lame excuse of ignorance of the 
judgements will not be accepted even a lay man.    
1. Contract Labour can claim equal wages of 

one’s category from the principal employer.  
Del.HC. 13.

2. Absence of registration and licence under 
CLRA Act will not entitle contract workers 
to be employee of Principal Employer. Pat. 
HC. 488.

j) ILLEGAL TERMINATION – NO RIGHT TO 
CLAIM REINSTATEMENT

……….Engaged by the principal employer-

The worker of the contractor, even on illegal 
termination, has no right to claim reinstatement 
from the principal employer-Workmen did 
not raise any contention in their statement of 
claim or even before the conciliation  Officer 
or Tribunal that the contract between the 
contractor and the petitioner was sham and 
bogus-No evidence was adduced by the parties 
in this respect-No arguments were heard on this 
issue-Only contention of the workmen was that 
their services have been illegally terminated by 
the petitioner-A Tribunal is bound by the terms 
of reference-It cannot go beyond it-Though 
Tribunal may decide matters incidental to the 
main dispute-A decision rendered on any issue 
beyond the terms of reference is not sustainable 
under law-Hence, finding of the Tribunal in this 
respect, awarding reinstatement by the principal 
employer, is beyond the scope of reference 
and must consequently fail-in the absence of 
pleading and evidence ,Tribunal could not have 
entertained such an issue…12(Del HC).
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Meeting with CII
Sri K.K.Rajan, President and Sri K.V. Karthik, Sri D. Vignesh, Vice 
President met Ms. Madhu Vasanthi, Head State Council, and Sri 
M. Ramesh, Chairman, CII Zonal Council at CII office on 6th June 
2018.

R & D Meeting for Valves
Sri	K.V.	Karthik,	Vice	President	 attend	 the	 5th	R	&	D	Meeting	 for	
valves on 8th June 2018 at our Association after the meeting the 
members visited the FCRI, Palakkad.

Palliyil Pasumai at Siruthuli
Sri K.K. Rajan, President attended the Project launch of Plliyil 
Pasumai at Karaddimadi Village organised by SIRUTHULI on 10th 
June 2018.

Governing Council Meeting 
Sri V. Krishnakumar and Sri K.V. Karthik Vice presidents attended 
the Governing Council meeting of Indian Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry on 11th June 2018 at Chamber Towers. Sri V. 
Krishnakumar, Vice President felicitated Smt. Vanitha Mohan, 
President and Team of Office bearers during the Meeting. 

PSG Governing body Meeting
Sri K.K. Rajan, President attend the Governing Body Meeting 
of	 PSG	 College	 of	 Technology	 –	 Science	 &	 Technology	
Entrepreneurial	 Park,	 Coimbatore	 on	 27th	Wednesday	 2018	 at	
PSG Campus.

65th AGM of SIEMA
the	 65th	Annual	General	Meeting	was	 held	 on	 28th	 July	 2018	 at	
our Association. The minutes of the meeting circulated to all our 
members.

First Managing Committee Meeting
Immediately	 after	 the	 65th	Annual	 General	 Meeting	 the	 1st	
Managing Committee Meeting was held on 28th June 2018 at our 
Association. 

Launch of Uyir
Sri V. Krishnakumar, President and K.K. Rajan, immediate Past 
President attend the launch of UYIR on 29th June 2018 at hotel 
Residency.

Technical Committee met and discussed the 
Following subjects during the month of June 
1. Product Manual of IS 8034 and 14220
2. Discussion on International Pump Standards 
3. Draft IS on Solar Photo Voltaic Water Pumping Systems — Part 

1	–	Centrifugal	Pumps	–	Specification.
4.	 IEC:	 Rotating	 electrical	 machines	 –	 Part	 16-2:	 Excitation	

systems	 for	 synchronous	machines	–	Models	 for	 power	 system	
studies 

5.	 IEC:	 Rotating	 electrical	 machines	 –	 Part	 16-3:	 Excitation	
systems	 for	 synchronous	machines	–	Dynamic	performance.

Activities for the period from 
1.06.18 to 30.06.18

Live life at your own pace, don’t let others interrupt your journey to success! 








